
Pharmacy Communications

It is a well-documeoted fact that the majority of the hospitals in this
countr y lack a good method of communicating with the staff and pa-
tients. Ike methods emplo y ed to disseminate interdepartmeiit infor-
mation are usual iv well prototypec] namel y , bulletins, nienioranda.
bulletin hoard notices and committee meeti]is. In most instances, this
form of communication is adequate even though it is limited in its
Scope.

The department of pharmac y , because its method of operation brings
it into close contact with the major hospital services, departments and
the entire medical staff, is in a position to alleviate that portion of the
Problem that relates to the dissemination of data concerning drugs and
related supplies.

As has been stated earlier, one of the duties of the Pharmac y and
Therapeutics Committee is to assist the pharmacist in conducting a
teaching program within the hospital via a pharmac y publication. The
menibershi p of this committee ran be extremel y helpful h' preparing
brief lead articles concerning the latest therapeutic advances in their
specialty and b y reviewing the materials by the pharmacist for publi-
cation.

With toda y 's emphasis on clinical pharmac y , the publication ma y be
edited b y the clinical pharmacist members of the department and there-
fore the direction of the effort will be in the area of therapeutics,
phannacoki netics, toxicolog y and drug interactions. Also of importance
is the fact that the nursing service constitutes a large segment of the
readership and therefore the editor should invite contributions from
the nursing group as vell as to include articles of interest to them.

The individual assigned the reponsihil it y for pharmacy cnnunun i-
Catioris must 1)0 alert to the fart that other groups in the hospital have
an interest in drugs and drug thera pv. A good example would he the
interest of the therapeutic dietician in food-drug interactions.

Another interested party with whom the clinical pharmacist comes
into dail y contact is the patient. Since no two patients are alike, it is
the pharmacists dut y to devise different methodologies for dissenii-
nating drug information.' After developing these, it is of great impor-
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tance to ascertain the patient's evaluation of the method and its con-
tent

The preparation of a worthwhile pharmacy publication requires a
great deal of time and forethought. The purpose of this chapter is to
provide some ideas relative to possible contents, format, duplication.
and distribution of such an educational and informative medium.

SELECTION OF A TITLE

The title selected for the publication should be specific, short and of
such a nature that it identifies the publication as well as its contents.

Too often, a title is selected which imparts the impression that the
publication is a collegiate gossip paper rather than a professional jour-
nal.

Examples of good titles are: Pharmacy Bulletin, Pharmacy News,
Therapeutic Notes, Pharmacy Review, and Pharmac y Newsletter.

Examples of titles which are not acceptable are: The Mortar and
Pestle, The Pill Roller News, Drug Store News, News Capsules. etc.

CONTENTS

Since the purpose of this publication is to educate as well as to
inform, it is imperative that its contents be of such a nature.

In general, the publication should be divided into five categories.
1'liev are as follows:
A. Editorial.
13. New Drug Section.
C. Abstract of the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee Meeting.
I). Lead articles by prominent members of the medical staff.
E. General.
The editorial, prepared by the Pharmacist-in-Chief or other interested

member of the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee, should be a
means whereby new procedures relative to ordering, prescribing, stor-
age or administration of drugs within the hospital are introduced and
publicized. It ma y also be used to focus attention on infractions of
established procedures and to editorialize therapeutic trends and opin-
ions.

The new c/rug section should contain the major data on each drug
accepted for use within the hospital b y the Pharmacy Committee. Major
information in this instance includes a brief description of the drug,
its range of usefulness indications, side effects. udininistratiomi and dos-
age and lmn\v supplied b y the pharmacy. The format emplo y ed in the
presentation of this information ma y be ill number of forms.

The abstract of the minutes ol the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Com-
mittee meeting is a worthy inclusion in the publication in that it keeps
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the c'ohire stiff aware of the constantl y changing trend of therapeutics
ivitinu Lire iitituticju. In addition, it allows Iliose iiic'iict'rs of the staff

who have had reason to communicate with the Pharncacv and thera-

peutics Couccnittee to note that their recOinmecidictions }1a'c' rr'c eivwi

att e
ntion.

Ecch issue should have a lea! arti(:Ie b y a prominent meniher of the
stiff. Iii' .irti(le hionld riot he lengi liv and shicjiild he rcslio ((1 ¶0 all

irvichccatreci of cur rent irlicrcnac c'ccticrils or trends of therapy vithriic the
<iritircirs field o f	 o	 riii y ct:crn or to topics of	 orient iriterist III tire
.Stctf.

The section categorized as"General" may include iricvthiing the editor
feels is of interest to the medical staff, nursing service icr laboratory

stiff. Samples of tire t y pe of information that might \vc'hl lie placed in
this category are abstrac I "; 	 releases fl 'Jill the state department of public
health, abstracts of articles of interest oil 	 sittcat j uiis such as the
recurrence of all outbreak of Asian influenza and abstracts from the

various journals relative to unusual sources of poisoning in humans.

drug research crews or drug warnings.

']'his section c:ccni be particularly helpful to the iueclic:al acid nursing

stctIs. vhieic, due to a cIcacuge of suppliers, ucceclicaticins arrive on the

floor ni new colors, shapes, sizes and packages. B y planning ahead,
nurses (:all alerted to the proposed changes and can he assured that

although nnedicctiun appearances and brands ma y c;}iacrge as crew sup-
Pliers are integrated into tire s ystem, drug content and qualit y remain
constant.

FORMAL' AND DUPLICATION

'l'lrcr fcrniat of the pcchlication v ill Vdr y with the originality of the
Pharmacist: therefore, the following description is provided as a basis

for further development b y the individual concerned.

'l'}ce paper should be a good qualit y paper measuring W ,," x 11". In
view of the fact that the first page should be inviting to the potential

redder, it is recommended that the heading be preprinted. fl y so doing,
von will have the advantage of being able to use stock cuts of phar'

nidc:eutical s y mbols which the printer can obtain for you in order to
decorate tire publication. In addition, you will be able to have the

heading of each issue printed in a different colored ink oil 	 white
or colored paper stock Neither of the above suggestions would cost

much, but would serve to draw the attention to the potential reader
(Fig. 20).

Some authors have suggested that the page be longitudinally split in

half and the data t y ped in columns. The advantage of this being that
man y of the readers like to clip out the data oil new drug and affix
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PHARMACY

BULLETIN
PETER BENT BRIGHAM HOSPITAL	 BOSTON, MASS.

Fig. 20

it to a page in their Formular y or, in the case of the nursing service, 3"
x 5" cards in their new drug file.

DISTRIBUTION

Tue completed issue should be distributed to the following areas and
individuals, provided they exist in the particular hospital:
A. Every member of the medical staff and to the staff library.
13. Administration.
C. Nursing Service.

1. A copy to each station
2. Several copies to Nursing School Office
3 Nursing School Faculty
'I. Nurses I,ibrarv

D. Laboratories.

ADVANTAGESGES

The preparation of a pharmacy publication requires the time, effort
and imagination of the pharmacist who undertakes such a project. On
the other hand, a well-prepared issue can save the pharmac y a great
deal of time b y reducing the number of telephone calls concerning new
drugs or newl y instituted procedures.

In addition, it Will add to the professional stature of the pharmacist
within the institution and give him the satisfaction of having made a
contribution towards better self communication between his depart-
mnemit amid time professional staff.

'l'hie ASI-IP, ill recognition of the pharmacists role in teaching patients
about their drug therap y , has caused to be prepared and distributed a
series of guidel inc's to assist hospital pharmacists in this endeavor.
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-srw Gt1ll)l;LlNJ;s ON PHARMA CIST-CONDUCTED PATIENT
(:Ot.NSFI.1N(;

It is \Vell-dlJ( iIli('tlt(oj that safe and effective drug therap y most fre-
quently occurs when patients are well-informed about mcdii atioiis aitil

their use. Knowledgeable loitleilts exhibit increased compliance with
drug regimens. resti Iti ng in mpruved therapeutic outcomes. Therefore

pharmacists, as ivell as other health professionals, have a respoitsihi lift

to properly iii form patients 01)001 their (I rug I hera pv.

Pharmacists' drug consiiltaiions with patients should he aimed at
improvig therapeutic outcomes b y maximizing proper use of rued i-
cations. Pharmacists, in con junction with other health team members

whenever possible, must make appropriate value judgments to deter-

mine the specific information and counseling required in each patient
are situation.

Vsing suitable verbal, written or audio-visual comiriunication tech-
niques and methods, 111C pharmacist should inform, educate and coun-
sel patients fur their representative or guardian) about the following

items for each medical ion in the patient's drug regimen:

dine [trademark generic, common svnolivm or oilier descriptive
Ia niv S

2. tiiti(ri(le,l use arid espeItpij di tiwu;

.3. Route. dosage lorm. dosage and administration schedule:
4. Sji-i ial directions for preparation;
3. Special directions for iidiniinistiatiuni;
G. Procautnins to he ohservii] during administration;
7. Coisirnion side pff p c:ts that uiav he encountered, including their a uidi

and action required if they occur:
8. 'l'ec I'll iques for self-ulonitoritig of drug therapy;
9. Proper Storace.:

10. Potential drug-irug or drug-food interactions or other therapeutic coii-
traindicaturis:

11. Prescription refill information:
12. Action to he taken ii the event of a missed dose; and
1:3. An	 )t 1 1 	illfiniatin Itiulir to the s t iecifi; patient or drug

These thirteen points are applicable to nonprescription drugs as well

as those ordered b y a ph y sician or other p re scriber. In addition, phar-
macists must counsel patients in the proper selection of nonprescrip-

tion drugs as vel I as when and if they should he used.

'
A pproved b y the ASHP Board of Directors at its meeting of November 17-18, 1975.

and b y the ASHP House of Delegates on April 7. 1076.
( Io'right C 1971,, Aimericu, Societ y of Hospital P harmacists, Inc. Alt rights reserved
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AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

Pharrirace communications should mt be limited to printed mate-
rials. Today, most major teacling hospitals have on their staff individ-
uals who are well versed in the science and art of audio and audio-
visual educational materials. Slides, film strips and sound movies are
an excellent means to communicate new techniques in drug adminis-
tration, licatrnelits and to highlight special reactions attributable to drug
thcruc	 riv. These educational materials (.an then he distributed by the
pharniacv to tire house stuff, school of nursing. college of pharmacy
arid to sinail pharmacies in neighboring hospitals. These hospitals that
do not have this in-house capabilit y might give consideration to con-
tractulig for such service with an outside firm specializing in this type
of work.

With the advent of the concept of the prescription package insert
(PPI) hospitals might ver y well consider the preparation of a set of
audit-vusuul materials on these drugs. By so doing patients will be able
to stud' the material on the scene and thereb y ask an y questions that
they may have prior to leaving.

SELECTED READING

Baker. David: t\ Stud y Contrasting Different Ntofti ies of Medication Discharge Coun-
seling. Drop. Ptrurnr., 19:8.545, Aug.) 1984.

REFERENCES

dCt-iden. P.: Drug Iiifurin,ttioo for the Patiunt— Djffert,jit Approach. Drug jut.
11:141-145. Jiily-S:pt.) l877.
Sifdiii, S., (:oislirours l'.s altiitiuii of Available Drug Information. Drug j ut. J.,
/1:15)1–il):), lJ iiIy -S (S) I. l 1977,
ASDI' (	 11'ilnes ou Pt irriiacist-Cunijutyd j 'atiunt Counasling ,'\:ii. J. Husp. Pharrn..
.73:54-i -645. (Jrily) 1976.
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Investigational Use Drugs

liv definition, rosearcli or i rivtstig;itional use drugs are those com-
pounds or mixtures vlocii have not been released h the Federal Food
and Drug Administration for general distribution and use. 'Ihese drugs
usual lv bear the following statement on their  labels:

Caution: Nev Drug—Limited b y Federal Law to lnvestigatioita] Use

The y are released unIv to ph ysicians who sign the proper Federal Food
and Drug Release form for the ma nufact u icr.

\Vitli the increased use of the clinical facilities of teaching hospitals
for the therapeutic evaluation of investigational use drugs, it has he-
conic necessary to define the responsibility for the use of these products
and to centralize pert flout information concerning them.

A lack of control and information relative to investigational use drugs
in a hospital obviousl y can lead to chaos. This can induce drug adiniji-
istration accidents as well as deter suit-conscious, yet competent,
Clinical investigators from carrying out this important phase of medi-
cine within the hospital.

Prior to 1950, the literature describing methods of controlling this
class of preparations was sparse. As the tempo for the clinical evalu-
ation of new drugs increased, so too did the literature describing meth-
ods emplo yed by various hospitals to control the drugs and disseminate
information concerning them to the proper personnel

THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE POLICY

The U.S. Public Health Service now requires assurance that the rights,
privacy and welfare of human beings involved as subjects in research
or training activities are protected, and that their informed consent has
been obtained before subjecting them to an y research procedure. and
that an' protocol involving human subjects has received a priori review
and approval b y a committee of the staff of the hospital.1

Thus each hospital has found it necessary to establish a Committee
on Human Use in Research.
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The Committee on Human Use in Research, a standing committee of
the hospital, is charged with the responsibility of considering the prob-
[ems associated with the use of human subjects for clinical research
and other biomedical (including psychological) investigations, to es-
tablish guiding principles with respect to these matters, and to advise
tire Administrative officers with respect to polic y issues that may arise,
In accordance with the recommendations of this Committee, mecha-
warns are cstib1islied to assure that every proposal for clinical research
or investigation involving human subjects will receive the best possible
rev ice' and guidance.

An y investigation that proposes to apply to human subjects a pro-
ceciure of protocol potent iall' hazardnus or uncomfortable (or which
may invade his i'ights of privacy) and is not clearl y for the individual's
benefit, is to he reviewed prior to its initiation by the Committee on
Human Use in Research at the hospital with reference to (1) the risks
and potential medical benefits of the investigation. (2) the rights and
welfare of the individuals involved, and (3) the appropriateness of the
methods used to obtain informed consent. The committee's comments
and any recommended changes in protocol or procedure should be
reported to or discussed with the principal investigator and his chief
of service. Appropriate written records should be maintained. A signed
and dated report of the committee's recommendation on each appli-
cation submitted by the hospital to outside sources of support for re-
search or training should he forwarded to the proper administrative
office and kept on file.

All research involving the use of human subjects must be approved
by the appropriate chief of service, who is responsible for maintaining
over-sight as the investigation proceeds. Any significant changes in
protocol or emergent problems which would alter the experimental
situation or adversely affect the rights or welfare of the subjects should
be promptl y referred to the Committee on Human Use in Research for
Review and advice.

In order to ensure continuing surveillance of the research project by
the Committee of Human Use in Research, each principal investigator
should prepare a Continuing Surveillance Report, oil a quarterly basis,
and forward it to the Secretary of the Conimittee on Use of Humans in
Research.

FDA Amendments of 1966

'lire lederal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act was amended in 1966 b
tire addition of a new statement of polic y as follows.
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(Tonsunt for use of investigational new drugs oil 	 statement of policy.

(nJ Section 505(i) of toe act provides that regulations on useol itcestigational
new drugs oil beings shall impose the condition that investigators
'obtain the consent of such human beings or their representatives. e\cept
where the y deem it not feasible or, iii their professional judgment. ( ots-
tr.mrv to he best interest of such human beings."

,b) TIns mc'dns that the consent of such huuuuu;mn beings (or the unsent of
their eprc'stuntatives) to whom iivestiguitioisal drugs are adnnnistrred
primaril y for the accumulation of scientific knowledge, for such purposes
as stud y ing drug behavior. bod y plocesses, or the course of a disease.
most be obtained in all cases and, in all but exceptional cases, the consent
of patients under treatment with investigational drugs must be obtained.

/c) Under treatment applies su hen the administration of the investigational
dru g for either diagnostic or therapeutic purposes constitutes responsible
neWt il judgment, taking into account the availability of other remedies
or drugs and the individual circumstances pertaining to the person to
whom the investigational drug is to he administered.

(J) ''Exceptionol coses, ' as used in paragraph (b) of this section, which ex-
ceptions are to he strictl y applied, are cases where it is not feasible to
obtain the patients consent or the consent of his representative, or us here,
as a matter of professional judgment exercised in the best interest of a
I)mIlliCtIlar patient under the investigator's care, it would he contrar y to
that patients welfare to obtain his consent.

/0) -Patient" means a pmsrsen tinder treatment.

if) ''Vol feasible'' is limited to cases where the investigator is not cpble
of obtaining consent because of inability to communicate with the patient
or his representative; for example, where the patient is in it or is
otherwise incapable of giving informed consent, his representative c.annot
I e reached, and it is imperative to administer the drug without delay.

Irz) ''Contrary to the last interest of such bunion beings'' applies when the
communication of information to obtain consent would seriousl y affect
the patients disease status and the physiciafl has exercised a professional
judgment that under the particular circumstances of this patients case.
the patient's best interest would suffer if consent were sought.

fluJ ''(]or.cnt'' or ''inlormesl consent means that the person involved has

legal capacit y to give consent, is so situated as to be able to exercise free
power of choice, and is provided with a fair explanation of all material
information concerning the administration of the investigational drug, or
his possible use as a control, as to enable him to make all
decision as to his willingness to receive said ins estigational drug. This
latter element requires that before the acceptance of all de-
cision by such person the investigator should make known to him the
nature, duration, and purposeof the administration of said investigational

drug; the method and means b y which it is to he administered; all in-

cons eniences and hazards reasonabl y to he expected. including the fact.

where applicable, that the person ma y he used as mi control; the existence

of alternative forms of therap y , if an y ; and the effects upon his health or

person that ma y possibl y come front administration of the investi-
gational drug. Said patient's consent shall he obtained in writing b y the
investigator. (See Figures 25 and 26. pp. 175 and 176, for sample Consent
Forms.)
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The Office of Grant Administration Policy

The Office of Grant Administration Policy, Department of Health and

Human Services has issued its Manual, Chapter 1-40, entitled "Pro-

tection of 1 lumiin Subjects." The stated purpose of the now manual is

to establish uniform policies for the protection of human subjects in-

volved in research, demonstration and other activities supported by

the Department's grants and contracts.

Chapter 1-40 attributes broad definitions to the terms 'subject" and

at risk'' to include an yone exposed to the possibility of physical, psy-

chologic, sociologic, or other adverse effect as a consequence of any

activity which goes be yond the application of standard and accepted

methods to meet individual needs. 'l'hle determination of when an in-

dividual is at risk is a matter of the application of common sense and

sound professional judgment to the circumstances of the activity in

question.3
Emphasized in the policy is the responsibility of the grantee or con-

tractor to safeguard the rights and welfare of human subjects. To provide
for the proper discharge of this responsibility, the Department of Health

and Human Services will not require the grantee or contractor to carry

out initial and continuing committee review of all activities involving
human subjects. The review must establish that the rights and welfare

of the subject are adequately protected, that the risks to hirn are out-

weighed by the activity's potential benefit, and that informed consent

is to be obtained b y methods that are adequate and appropriate .4

This review is expected to take into consideration such matters as

local standard of professional practice, applicable laws, practical as-

pects of community acceptability, and to benefit from the committee's

knowledge of the personnel involved and of the conditions under which

the study is to be carried out. The policy also requires a review of the

grant application b y a committee of the Department of Health and

I luman Services.4
The manual chapter further spells out procedures for certifying in-

stitutional review of applications, for institutional review of coopera-

tive activities, for documentation of institutional committee actions,
and for Department of Health and Human Services administration of

policy. Responsibilit y for administration of the policy has been dele-

gated to the Division of Research Grants, National Institute for Health
because of its experience in the administration of a similar Public

Health Service Policy.

Principles Involved in the Use of Investigational Drugs in Hospitals

The following ''CuicJelizue.' for the Use of /zn'esti7tionQi Drugs
IIospituI. was approved b y time Board of Directors of the American
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Hospital ,-\ssociat tori arid has been published in the Februar y 1979 issue
of the /ournu/ of/lie ;l'iterjco i i Secie/i' of IIopitoi Pharmacists and is
reprinted here for convenient rcfereiice.

ASIIP GUIDELINES FOR TIlE USE OF lNVEs'rI(;'rls41l
DRUGS IN INSTITtJ'J'IONS

I Ii 1iii,ils and related health care facilities, the prini.irv ciiuti'r for clinic
stud:es on investigational drugs, must ensure that policies and proc c'clorc's for
the cafe use of these drugs are established and foitocd This do ulileot is
designed to help institutions to develop tlic'se policies and pra eihirc's md
'valnate those preseiitiv ill use.

Basic Principles

I'ro( c'dures in the use ofulvestigatioic,cl drugs should he built around thcs
basic In nciples:

1. \n institution that is the setting for investigationaldrug studies cicust
assure that such studies contain adequate safeguards for itself, its staff.
the scientific integrit y of the study and, especially, the patient. In doing
so, the institution must have written policies aiiul procedures for the
approval, management all(] control of iilvc'slig,clinnal drug studies.
Equally important, all involved staff oust be full y informed about, and
<imply with, these policies and procedures.

2. All investigational drug studies must meet accepted ethical, legal and
Sc ielitific standards acid be conducted by appropriately qualified lives-
tg.itors.

.1. All patients who participate in investigational drug studies must freely
ccuicserct'. in writing, to trc'atmeiit with the drugs. This consent must he
uhtunecl fro"' the patient or his legally authorized representative before
treatcnc'nt is begun, and onl y after the patient has been fully inforncc'd
about the study objectives and the risks and lmc'nefits associated with the
stud y ulrcigs. No e>,horbitaut induceiiiecits should he offered to patients
to encourage their participation in the study.

Guidelines for Institutions

The following recoinniendatiocis will serve as a guide to develop investiga-
munal drug procedures ill keeping with the aforertientiocied basic principles.

1. As required h y federal regulation, institutions in which clinical research
Js conducted must have an Institutional Review Committee (IRC), often
titled a Connnittee on Human Iiivcstigaticcns'' or 'Clinical Research

'Approved b y the A S H P Board of Directors, December 12. 1978. revised Novc'inher 18.1982. based on ilie recommendation of the ASIIP Council on Clinical Affairs Originally
devc'Ioped liv the ASHP Council on Professional Affairs.

Cups righit C 1983, American SocielN of Hospital Phariiiuccists. Inc. All r i ghts reserved.dlii this document, inivcsttgalional drugs <i re defined as those which are being consid.
ered fur, but h,ive riot as vet received, approval b' the federal Food and Drug Admin-
istration for human use.

It should be noted that the principles and procedures described here are applicable
to oil clinical drug studies, not lust those involving investigational drugs

,"]'here are certain eniergencv Situations iii which a priori consent lill y be waived,
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(.oiiiiniit eic''['his committee flhiist evaluate each proposed clinical re-
starch stud in tetnis of its compliance with recognized ethical, ligal arid

elit bc standards No clinical stud y ii1i' be initiated unless approved,
ii writing, b y the committee. The COiiflhiitt*'e roust also monitor approved
studies to ensure they are carried out ap propriat p l .. The Director of l t har-
111ev or the director's designee should be a member of the IRD or he
ou'.ultid by the coniinittee whenever drug studies are involved

2. los tstrg,itroiial drugs must be used only under the supervision of the
principal insestigator or authorized cu - i nvestigators, all of wlioni oust
be nmernbirs of the institutions professional staff.

3. The principal investigator is responsible for obtaining the written, in-
formed consent of the patient to participate in the stud y. The informed
consent process must conform to current federal and state regulations.
Approval of the consent document by the 1R13 is required; review b y tire
institution's legal counsel may be desirable also. The following items
most be addressed, either in the document or its accompan y ing oralexplanation by the investigator:
a. A fair representation of file nature and purpose of the studs', the

expected benefits, and the risks or discomfort (or both) involved. The
name of the person(s) to contact for answers to questions about the
stud' or drug should lie provided. Any compensation or t reatnient
that will be furnished in the event of injury should be described.

b. A halanced description of the alternative treatments available (in-
chiding their respective risks and benefits).

c.Age.neral description of the stud y procedures arid the expected length
of therap y with the drug.

d. A statement to the infect that: 11) the patient ma y withdraw from the
stud y at an y time without penalty; amid (2) the principal investigator
ma y remove the patient from the study if circumstances warrant.

e. The rianre of the drug(s), name and signature of the patient and name
and signature of the principal or co-investigator.

.Astatement of who will have access to an y stud y records that contain
the patients name.
The consent form should be as detailed as is practical, minimizing
the amount of information that must be presented orall y. For nun-
English speaking patients, the consent form should be in the patient's
own language when feasible or adequate interpretation provided. The
patient (or his representative) must have adequate time to read the
m.onsent form before signing it and should receive a cop y of the signedfur in.

4. The principal investigator is responsible for the proper maintenance of
the case report forms and all other records required in the stud y b y the
drug sponsor, institution or Food and Drug Administration,

5. The institution's drug control svsteni must contain the following elements
regarding investigational drugs:
a. Drugs must be properl y packaged in accordance with all applicable

standards and regulati
aging Act).	

ons (e.g.. FDA, VSP, Poison Prevention Pack-

b. Drugs must be labeled properly so as to ensure their safe use by thenursing staff and patient (see item 4 under ''Guidelines for Phil-i:ists'').
There must be a mechanism to assure that sufficient supplies of the
drugs are always available in the inst i t ution for the duration of thestudies.
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d. Nurses called upon to 
administer investigational drugs must have

adequate written information about their pharmacologY (partiCularlY
adverse effe(:ts), storage requirellients. method of dose preparati0t
and administration, precautions to be taken, authorized prescribers
patient monitoring guidelines and any other 

material pertinent to the

sale and proper use of the drugs. They also should be informed about
the overall study objectives and procedures.

e.
13ulk supplies of the drug must be properly stored.

f.
There must be a method to assure that only authorized practitioners
prescribe the drug and that all patients who receive it have provided

the necessary consent.

g.
Records of the amounts of drug received from the sponsor and of its
disposition (amounts dispensed to patients, returned to sponsor, etc.)
must be maintained. These records should be retained for two years

or as required by regulation.
h, if the patient is to receive the drug at another facility, suitable ar-

rangements for its transfer must be made. Sufficient information for
safe use of the drug (see item d above), including a copy of the patient's
signed consent form and the study protocol. must accompany the

transfe
drug. The facility to which the drug is	

rred should have written
procedures governing the proper handling of investigational drugs.

i. 
The institution's records on investigationa l drug studies should he

designed so that various statistical reports (e.g., the names 
of all drugs

under study, the names of those patients who have received a drug,

etc.) may be generated convenientl y and expeditwuslY

The pharmaceutical services standards of the Joint ComIfliSSio hi on

Accreditatio n of 
Hospitals and the ASHP Minimuin Standard For Phar-

macies in i11s t i tutionSb note that the pharmacy is the area to which the

drug control responsibilities described above should 
be assigned. This

is to the advantage of the principal investigator, who will be relieved
of many of the technical aspects of drug control, and therefore will
have more time for the clinical concerns of the study. In addition, the

t in protocol development, drug pro-
pharmacy may be able to assis
curement, preparation of codes for blinded studies, patient onituriflg.
education of nursing and personnCl, data collection and analysis, and

special dosage form and packaging development

GUIDELINE S FOR PHARMACISTS

The pharmacist is reponsible to the institution and the principal nvcstig,1t0i
for seeing that procedures for the control of investigational drug use 

as described

ed and imp
above are develop lemented Sugge s t ions to accomplish this are as

follows; however, each facility 
must develop procedures specific to its own

needs and organization

jfflnt ConImiSsiO n on Accreditation 
of Hospitals Accreditation manual for 11aspiiilS

Chi' ago. IL: loint CommiSSiOfl on Accreditatio n of Hospitdh 1902.

b.\merC3ii SocietY of Efospital Pharmacists ASHP xninimUtil standard for pharmacies

in institut10	 Am. J. fIosp. Pharin. 1977. 34:1358
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1. A Copy of the [RD-approved research protocol should be kept in the
pharmacy.

2. Using the protocol and additional information (if needed) supplied by
he principal invtstigator, the pharmacy should prepI re all ga -

tional Drug Data Sheet which concisely summarizes for the medical,
nursing and pharmacy staffs nformatiorm pertinent to use of the drug.
This form should contain. at the rniniflslnn: (a) drug designation and
common s y non y m (s): (Ii) dosage form(s) and strength(s) available; (c)
usual dosage range, including dosage schedule and route of administra-
tion; (d( indications: (e) expected therapeutic effect; (1) expected and
potential untoward effects (including s y mptoms of toxicit y and their
treatment); )g) contraindications; (h) storage requirements; (i) instructions

for dosage preparation and ad in i nist ration: ()) instructions for disposition
of unused closes; (k) names and telephone numbers of principal and
authorized co-investigators. The drug data sheet should be reviewed by
the prim ipal investigator and included with the study protocol submitted
to the IRC. Copies should be distributed to the appropriate pharmacy
staff and all patient care units where the drug will be used. It is the
responsibility of the involved staff to become familiar with the infor-
mation oil 	 data sheets.

3. Investigational drug supplies must be kept onl y in the pharmacy. The
pharmacy should maintain an Investigational Drug Inventory Record
where a perpetual inventory of the drug is kept. This form should contain
the drugs name, dosage form and strength, lot number and the name,
address and telephone number of the sponsor and any other information
needed for ordering the drug. It should provide for recording data on the
disposition of the drug (amounts dispensed, data, names of patients and
prescribers) and the amount currently oil

4. The dispensing of investigational drugs should be integrated with the
rest of the drug distribution system with respect to packaging, labeling,

order review, profile maintenance, delivery and so forth. However, pro-
scription labels for investigational drugs should be distinguishable from

other labels by all legend (e.g.. "investigational drug"). There
must be a method to verify that a valid, signed consent form has been
received from the patient prior to dispensing the initial supply of drug.
The drug must be dispensed onl y upon the order of an authorized in-
vestigator.

5. Patient education and monitoring of therapy are two clinical functions
which are particularly important and applicable to investigational drugs.
These functions should be provided in a coordinated fashion by the
pharmacy and nursing staffs and the authorized investigator(s).

6. At the conclusion of the stud y , the pharmacy should return all unused
drugs to the principal investigator or sponsor.

7. The pharmacy should prepare for the institution's administrator an
annual or semiannual statistical summary of investigational drug use,
including such information as the number of drug studies in progress
and a listing of all drugs studied during the previous year.

8. Drug costs and other expenses associated with investigational drug Stud-
ies (e.g., costs of record-keeping, drug administration) should be properly
allocated and reimbursed.

St otar.M.H.,ed.: Pharmacy-coordinated investigational drug services. Bethesda, MD
American Society of Hospital Pharmacists; 1082.
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Elaboration on these guidelines and further inform 11ation 0 irivestigatiu.d

drug studies is in the book 
P1,armoci.000m0t' lnves(jgQt/Oflal Drug Svre-

ices.

CIa SSifiCatIOul of Drugs
Summarized, the Statement of Principles involved in the Use ut f'-

vestigatiaflal Use Drugs in Hospitals 
espouses four distinct purpose`;.

1. To establish a drug classification.

2.
To centralize pertinent information concerning drugs available for

research use.

3. To define the availability of such drugs to staff members.

4.
To establish a single stocking and dispensing unit within the hos-

p i tal.

In order to attain the above goals it is necessary for the Pharmacy
and Therapeutics Committee to establish a drug classification system
within the hospital. By establishing drug categories, a more definitive
approach to the control, distribution and utilization of drugs, within

each category, may be realized,
ich can be adapted to any hospital re-

One simple classification wh
search program is to categorize all drugs in the institution into four

classes: Classes A, B, C, and D.

Class A 
should contain all investigational use drugs that are in a

preliminary experimental stage. The use of drugs in this category is
usually restricted to the principal investigator. With regard to the stor-

age and dispensing of drugs in Class A, there are two schools of thought.
One group believes that products in this category should be stocked

and dispens ed by the principal investigator; the other group firmly
holds that all drugs should be stored and dispensed through the phar-
macy by pharmacists. The advantages of the latter are obvious; however,
both systems will work if the interested parties the clinical investigator

and the pharmacist, will cooperat e in a united endeavor.

Class B 
should consist of investigational use drugs which have passed

through the preliminary research stage. Usually, drugs in this category

are supplie d to the department of pharmacy by the principa
l investi-

ga
tor and are dispensed only upon his written prescription or those of

his duly designated coinveStigatorS

Class C 
is limited to drugs approved by the United States Pliarma-

copeia. National FormularY, or passed by the Federal Food and Dru-

Administrati on for commercial distribution.
Drugs iii this category may be used within the hospital or its clinics

if the physician complies with the following procedure.
If the product is to be used by a single patient the prescriber must

obtain the consent of the ChiefofSerVi ce or his duly designated alter-
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nate (usoaiiv the Chairman of the Pharmac y and Thera peutics Cooi-
milled before tire product ma y be obtained b y the pharmacist.

;\ Class C preparatioil, which various members of the Staff feel has
therapeutic promise. may be introduced into the hospital on a six-
moot ii trial. r\ request for such drug roust be made to the Pharmacy
and herapeutics Committee which inay then authorize the pharmacist
to purchase, stock, and dispense the product. Pertinent data, concerning
this special drug. are to he gathered and filed in the pharmacy office.
At the completion of the trial period, the clinical experience is reviewed
in the Pharmacy arid Therapeutics Committee along with the clinician.
If the results are favorable, the product is accepted into the hospital
formular y : if the evidence is not favorable, the product is barred from
further use within the hospital.

Class D drugs are preparations which have been accepted for use in
the hospital and are listed in the hospital formulary.

Information concerning these products is to be kept in the general
literature file in the pharmacy library.

Preparations in this class may he precribed routinely by any licensed
physician on the hospital staff.

Another simple classification which can be adapted to any hospital
pharmac y operation again classifies each drug into three categories:
General, Conditional and Investigational.

General—An FDA-approved drug which as recommended as essential
for good patient care with a well established usage, once accepted, may
he proscribed b y all members of the attending and house staff.
Conditional—Certain drugs may be approved for a conditional period of
trial. A drug approved by the FDA for general use, but which the Com-
mittee wishes to evaluate for a given period before final consideration,
ma be prescribed by all members of the attending and house staff.
Investigational --Drugs which are not approved b y the FDA for use other
than under controlled clinical settings must be approved by the Research
Advisnr.}luman Subjects Committees. Radioisotopes must also be ap-
proved b y the Radiation Safety Committee. A protocol of any stud y in-
voh ing, drugs must be submitted to tire Pharmacy.

CONTROL OF INVESTIGATIONAL USE DRUGS

All investigational use drugs should be registered with the Pharmacy
and Therapeutics Conrinittec'. This max' be accomplished b y a letter
from the principal investigator which provides the following infor-
nimation on each drug.
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1. New Drug Number	 7. Pharmacology

2. Generic Name	 8. Toxicology

3. Manufacturer	 9. Dose Range

4. Proprietary Name (if any)	 10. Method of Administration

5. Chemical Name	 11. Antidote (ii known)

6. General Chemistry 	 12. Therapeutic Uses

The above data are usually found in the brochure prepared by the
manufacturer and supplied to each investigator. Therefore, the brochure
may be sent to the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee with a letter

indicating tile investigator's intent to use such a product.
Many pharmacists have developed various forms which may be used

to disseminate the above information on an investigational use drug to
the various staff doctors and nurses. These forms are usually titled
"Physician's Data Sheet on in vestigatioflal Drugs." "Nurses Data Sheet

on Investigational Drugs" and 'Pharmacist's Data Sheet on investi-

gational Drugs." 
Figures 21, 22 and 23 illustrate these various data

sheets which have been used by the Pharmacy Service of the Veterans

Administration Hospital in Albany, New York. 6 Under this system the

pharmacist completes the necessary form or portion of a form and sends
it to the appropriate physician or pavilion each time a new investiga-
tional drug is prescribed. Although this method does offer control and
prop dissemination of information, it is burdensome upon the phar-

PHYSICIAN'S DATA SHEET ON INVESTIGATIONAL DRUGS

1. Name of Investigational Drug

2. manufacturer or Other Source

3. Strength and Form of Investigational Drug

4. Amount Received

Date Received

Control or Batch No. __L_—_-------------------

5. pharmacologic and Therapeutic Properties, Dosage, Precautions:

6. Arrangements Which Have been Made for its Administralion:

Investigator

Registered

Date

Fig. 21
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NURSE'S DATA SHEET ON IN\ ESTIGATlQ.N,.L DRUGS

I. Name of InestigatibnaI Drug:

2. \tanufacturer or Other Source:

3. Strength and Form of Investigational Drug:

4. Pharmacologic, Therapeutic Properties and Precautions to be Observed:

3. Arrangements' hr Is Have Been .\ fade for its Administration:

Chief Pharmacist

Fig. 22

macist since three different forms hearing similar information must be
prepared.

Figure 24 illustrates a NewDrtig Report For,ii This form, as designed,
provides all of the data required for the proper handling of the inves-
tigational use drug b y physician, pharmacist and nurse.

The New Dru' Report Form may be placed on each pavilion, vher
it is readil y available to an y investigator. Each time a clinician desires
to prescribe an investigational use drug, he must complete the Neii'
Drug Report Purist in duplicate, place the original in the patient's med-
ical record folder, and have the carbon cop y sent to the pharmacy with
the drug order slip appended. By so doing, the pharmacist is aware
that the new drug is being used on a particular patient in a specific
area, the nurses have the necessary information, and physicians on the
pavilion also have all the necessary data. This same procedure should
be followed irrespective of the number of patients using the drug on

PHARMACIST'S DATA SHEET ON INVE S T IGATIONAL DRUGS

In\estigational Drug: 	 _Manufacturer:

Chief Investigator:

DATE	 PHYSICIAN	 PATIENT	 R No,	 AMOUNT	 WARD

Fig. 23

I
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PETER BENT BRIG1L\M HOSPITAL

NEW DRUG Foioa

F---7

sogra ph U se 0

New Drug No.:

Generic Name:

Trade Name (11 Any):

Chemical Name:

Chemistry:

Pharmacologic Action:

Dose:

Toxicity:

Therapeutic Uses:

Date & Time of 1 s Dose:

Method of Administration: -

Antidote(s):

Names of physicians from whom drug
is available:

Fig. 24

the same pavilion. In order to save the clinicians time in such a sit-
uation, he may complete one form in detail and permit either the med-
ication nurse or resident to complete similar forms for each of the other
patients on the same pavilion.

In hospitals where the research load may not be quite so heavy, the
pharmacist may undertake to complete each set of New Drug Report

Forms 
each time he receives an order for an investigational use drug.

The fact that carbon copies are used saves time and provides the
identical information to both clinician and nurse. A separate file for
prescriptions for each investigational use drug readily serves the pur-
pose of tracing the drug and accounting for each dose consumed.

Identification of Investigational Use Drugs

Whenever Glass A or Class B drugs are dispensed from the pharmacy,
they should be labeled in such a manner as to differentiate them from
routine prescription drugs. In some hospitals, investigati0n use drug
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labels are printed in red ink on white paper stock. In additjoj to the
commonl y required label information of patients Frame datarescrip_
ion number, doctor's name and directions for use a'\/ace for the re-
earcIr drug nu inber is provided. This (lOUble set of illillIbers the pro-

scription number and the manufacturer's research drug nu in her.
provides a two-da y control relative to the identity of tire product
dispensed.

Charge Polic y for Handling and Dispensing

Because it is usually difficult to convince drug investigators that
investigational use drugs should be stored and dispensed from the
pharmacy, many hospital pharmacists waive a charge for this service,
the consensus being that it serves as an inducement to the investigator
to avail himself of the pharmacist's service. In these institutions a charge
is made when a special dosage form is prepared in the pharmac y, The
basis of the charge is arrived at by determining the cost of materials
and labor involved.

In hospitals where there is a potent Pharmacy and Therapeutics Com-
mittee, a routine nominal charge is made for handling and dispensing
research drugs. This charge is usually passed on to the patient but,
where sufficient funds are available to the investi gator, he may wish
to assume the total cost of the project and accordingly requests the
pharmacy not to charge the patient but to bill his research grant or fund
oil monthl y basis.

Personnel in the department of pharmacy at Ohio State University
Hospital have studied the administrative aspects of a pharmacy coor-
dinated investigational drug service and its related cost . ? It was dem-
onstrated that an average of 5 hours is required to coordinate pharmacy
participation in a drug stud y. A drug information specialist spends
about 1.5 hours developing a data sheet oil investigational drug and
record keeping consumes 11 hours per study After ascertaining per-
sonnel and space charges, the director of pharmacy services should
institute a departmental fee for the pharmacy's involvement in inves-
tigational drug studies.

Authorization for Treatment with Drug Under Clinical Investigation

The Law Department of the American Medical Association" states
that drugs ii rider clinical investigation should be administered only
where:

1. the informed consent of the patient or his authorized represent-
ative has been obtained;

2. the physician is convinced of the reasonable accuracy of his di-
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agnosis and if necessary, has confirmed it by adequa te consul-

tation: and
3. existing methods of treatment have proven unsatisfactorY

The voluntary participation of the patient will not excuse a deviation
from the physician's obligation to exercise his best skill in rendering
the care required of a reasonable practitioner. Furthermore, the phy-
sician is advised to confine his clinical investigations of new drugs to
those furnished by reputable sources who have supplied him with
comprehensive written information concerning:

1. animal experimentation;
2.previoUs clinical investigations if any;

3. recommended dosages;
4. contraindications;
5. possible side effects to be watched for, and

6. the safety and possible usefulness of the drug from existing data.

Since oral consent is not sufficient, the American Medical Associa-
tion has developed rnedicolegal form number 29 (Fig. 25).

Another example of a consent form which does not limit itself to the
use of investigational use drugs is that used o il Clinical Center of

the Harvard Medical School at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital (Fig.

26).

Since this text material is not intended to offer legal advice due to
the fact that state laws vary from state to state, the hospital pharmacist
is urged to consult the hospital's legal counsel for the law applicable
to the area in which the hospital is located.

Role of the Pharmacist in the Clinical Evaluation of a Drug

Once the pharmacologist has demonstrated a new compound to be
effective and safe in animal tests, clinical trials are invariably com-
menced. These trials usually proceed in two steps—preliminary and

extended.
During the preliminary stage. the principal i nvestigator cautiously

administers the drug to a limited number of selected patients and
closely follows the results. After having gained experience and conh-
deuce in its use, the investigator is generally ready to conduct an ex-
tended comprehensive evaluation of its efficacy.

It is during this stage that the pharmacist can play an important role
by assisting in the development of the protocol and the control of 

d

double blind study. Such tests are devised by having the experimuntal
drug and the placebo prepared in exactly the same dose form. The
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AUTHORIZATION FOR TREATMENT WITH DRt G
UNDER CLINICAL INVESTIGATION

A

Date

I authorize Dr.	 __. the attending physician, to

treat -- ____________-	 —_;vith the drug presently
(Name of Patient)

identified as	 -	 ____for the following condition:

tUescribe svinptonis of disease to be treated)

It has been explained to me that the safet y and usefulness of the drug ill
treatment of patients for the above condition are now being investigated and
that the manufacturer or distributor has supplied the drug for the purpose of
providing further evidence of its safet y and usefulness.

I voluntaril y consent to treatment with the drug and release the attending
ph y sician from liability from an y results that may occur,

Signed
PSI1Lni or person authorized

to cons: it for pal i e ott

\Vitness

Fig. 25

identified products are then entrusted to the pharmacist to dispense
according to a predetermined pattern and to maintain all record
of which patient received the true drug and which received the placebo.
Neither the patient nor the physician is informed as to whether the
placebo or potent article is being tried in any individual patient. Al]
information for breaking double blind codes must be kept in the phar-
macy. Should all 	 arise requiring the breaking of the code.
the pharmacist on duty or oil 	 is authorized to provide the liecessarv
information.

In addition to the above role, the hospital pharmacist can render a
valuable service to the new drug researcher by formulating new dosage
forms from the pure chemical. A word uf caution should be interjected
at thi s point—since time is of the essence in a research project, many
investigators will attempt to speed up the pharmacist by waiving certain
control tests. The pharmacist should insist upon the time necessary to
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CONSENT FORM

ate:
Patirnt'S Name:

Project Title:
De,criPt1O fl of procedure to be undcrtakefl

have fully explained to the patient
the nature and purpose of the procedure described above and such risks as are

i nvolved in its performance

Physician's signature

I 
have been fully informed of the risks and possible consequences invol

ved in the

peformanCe of the procedure described above have been advised that unforeseen
results may occur and, nevertheless, hereby authorize Dr
and such assistants as he may designate to perform the procedure upon me and
hereby release and forever discharge him, such assistants the Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital its officers, agents and employees and all persons on its medical and
surgical staff who are in any way connected with the procedure from l

i ability from

i
njury which may result directly or indirectly from the performance of the procedure

Patients signature

'Witness
Fig. 2&

develo p a sc i
entihcally sound formulation as well as for the perform-

ance of chemical and	
eriO10gjcaI tests for potency and sterility.

As the Colleges of Pharmacy train more and more clinical pharma-
cists, these individuals become available to participate in the luici1
evaluation of new drug products- Because of their training in biopha

maccutiCS, pharmaCokinetics and in the use of modern 
instrument ttiou

alysis clinical pharmacists can monitor the blood aLid
techniques of an 
tissue levels of the new drugs as well as their excrCtiOfl rates and thereby

logist relative to the need for dosage oil-
advise the clinical pharmaco tion or product formulation

sttnent. mode of administrau 
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CLINICAL TESTING FOR SALE AND EFFECTIVE DRUGS

Investigational Drug Procedures

Before 1962, there was no requirement that the Food and Drug Administration
b y notified that drugs were being tested oil

The 1962 Kefativer-1 tarris Amendments to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cos-
inet1: Act greatly strengthened the Governments authority over clinical
(huiiuii)) testing of new drugs.

With this new regulatory authorit y , the Food and Drug Administration has
taken steps to:

1. Provide added safeguards for those on whom drugs are tested.
2. Improve reports bs drug investigators.
1. Establish investigative procedures to supply substantial scientific evi-

dence that a drug is safe and effective.

First Steps

Before a new drug ma y be tested oil the sponsor (usual1' a
pharmaceutical firm, sometimes a physician) must give the FDA the
information specified as a "Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemp-
tion for a New Drug" (Forms FD 1571, 1572, and 1573), known as an
"IND." Copies of these IND forms may be obtained from:

Document and Records Service Section
(FIFD-106)
Bureau of Drugs
Food and Dru g Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852

The IND should include the following information:
a. Complete composition of the drug, its source, and manufacturing

dam, to show that appropriate standards exist to insure safety.
b. Results of all prod inical investigations, including animal studies.

Initiall y , these should be directed toward defining the drugs
safety, rather than its efficacy. The data must demonstrate that
there will not be unreasonable hazard in initiating studies in hu-
mans. Further animal studies may be conducted concurrently with
Clinical studies. The Bureau of Drugs will on request, comment
on the adequac y of the proposed animal studies. The FDA gen-
erallv requires as a minimum: (i) pharmacological profile, (ii) acute
toxicity be determined in several species of animals and that the
route of administration be that which will be used in the animal
trials, (iii) short term studies ranging from two weeks to three
months depending upon the proposed use to evaluate toxicity.
Additional animal studies are frequently necessary.
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c. A dctailed outline (protocol) of the planned investigation.
d Inf(matiofl regarding training and experience of the investigators

(see
"Qualifications of Investigators.') Investigators are respoil-

ibl' to the sponsor and are required to submit to the sponsor
(not the FDA), either Form FD 1572 for clinical pharmacology or

Form FD 1573 for clinical trials.

C. Copies of all informational material supplied to each investigator.

(The ty pe of information is listed in Form 1571.)

f. An agreement from the sponsor to notif y the FDA and all inves-

tigitors if any adverse effects arise during either the animal or

human tests.

g.
Thu investigator's agreement to obtain the consent of the person
on whom the drug is to be tested before the test is made.

h.
Agreement to submit annual progress reports and commitments
regarding disposal of the drug when studies are discontinued

phvsicianSP0fl50I'0 4 IND

When an investigator wishes to act as sponsor for the use of a drug solely as
a research tool or for early clinical investigation of a drug of therapeutic or
diagnosic potential (clinical pharmacology—phases 1 and 21 a simpler abbre-
viated form of submission is acceptable. An example would be the study of a
drug tit no manufacturer is interested in sponsoring. An outline of such a

study	 ould provide the following information:

1.
r compounds. together with the facts that

The identity of the compound o 
agent may be j us t ifiably administered to

stisfy the investigator that the 
,,.an as intended.

2. 'the purpose of the use and the general protocol.

3.
Appropriate background information, including a brief statement of the
investigator's scientific training and experience and the nature of the

facilities available to him.
The :hysician sponsoring this form of IND deals directly with the FDA. The

IDA has no authority over the practice of medicine and cannot require a ply-
sician to prescribe or not to prescribe for a drug for a particular illness But
physic ians are encouraged to submit an IND when they use a drug for purposes
other 1han those approved by the FDA, when the drug was marketed. This
enablc s the FDA to accumulate data on the safety and efficacy of the drug for
that kind of treatment and to share the information with other physicians.

The Clinical Investigation
Tic' kind and extent of the investigational drug tests arc crucial to producing

the substantial scientific evidence of safety and effectiveness needed to approve
the drug for marketing- This evidence is obtained in three phases:

J Phase!

ph i rniacqlogy studies are used to determine toxicity. metabolism absorption

and 'limination, and other p
harmacological actions; preferred route of adinin -

istraUon, and safe dosage range. These studies involve a small number of per-
sons and are conducted under carefully controlled circumstances by persons

trained in clinical pharmaCOlogY.
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Phase II

Initial trials are C; nJCJcted on a lii itect number of patients for a specific
&l.sI!aSe treatment or prevention. Additional pharmacological studies performed

iocurrenllv on aid inals ma y be nc'cessarv toindicate safety.

'/ Phase III

Proposals for this phase. involving extensive clinical 1 1 j il ls . are in order if
the information obtained in the first two phases demonstrates reasonable as-
surance of safety and effectiveness, or suggests that the drug ma y have a po-
tential value outweighing possible hazards. The phase ill studies are intended
to assess the drugs safet y , effectiveness and most desirable dosage in treating
a specific disease in a large group of subjects. The studies should be carefully
monitored, no matter how extensive.

The FDA rm:eives constant reports on the progress of each phase. If the
out i nuation of the studies appears to prison t an unwarranted hazard to the

patients, the sponsor uiav be requested to niodifv or discontinue clinical testing
until further prec:liu ical work has been done.

30-Day Delay

After the sponsor submits his IND, he must wait 30 days before
heginning clinical tests. This delay enables the FDA to review the pro-
tocol to make certains it contain all of the necessar y information and
to assure that patients are not exposed to unwarranted risks. The 30-
day period ma y be extended if the FDA feels additional time is needed
for the sponsor to correct deficiencies in the protocol. The FDA also
ma y waive the delay requirement if it feels such action is justified.

Sponsors may discuss their protocols at an y time either before or
during the tests with the Office of Scientific Evaluation, Bureau of
Drugs.

Test in Institutions

Drug tests on persons in hospitals, prisons, research facilities, and
other institutions must be carefully supervised b y institutional review
conmuttees.

The committees must be composed of persons with varying back-
grounds, such as law y ers, clergymen or laymen, as well as scientists.
They are appointed b y the institution involved iii the study. The FDA
inspects the institutions periodicall y to determine if the committees
are operating Properly.

Qualifications of Investigators

The sponsor of an investigational new drug (usually the manufac-
turer) will ask the clinical investigator to supply the following infor-
mation on Form FE) 1572 (for the clinical pharmacologist engaged in
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phe 1 oi 2 trials) or Form FD 1573 (for the physician engaged in phase

3 clinical trials):
I A statement of his education, training and experience.

2 
Information regarding the hospital or other medical institution
where the investigations will be conducted; special equipment

and other facilities.

'I he training and experience needed will vary, depending upon the kind of
dri g and he nature of the investigation. In phase 1, the investigator must be
abi to ev,iluate human toxicology and pharmacolo gy. In phase 2, the clinicians

shnuld be familiar with the conditions to be treated, the drugs used in these
condition' and the methods of their evaluation. In phase 3, in addition to
exeriefl(ed clinical investigators, physicians not regarded as specialists in any
pa -ticuar field of medicine may serve as investigators. At this stage, a large
number of patients may be treated by different physicians to get a broad bdck-

grund ot experience.

Obligations of Investigators
The investigator must keep careful records of his study and retain them for

at least two years after the NDA is approved. The records most be made available
FDA when required. Regular progress

p:omptly to the drug sponsor and to the 
o ports niust be sent to the sponsor. mmediatelY when dangerous adverse
Reports must be sent to the sponsor i 

e fects are observed, so the FDA and the other investigators can be notified,

a id the study stopped if the hazard warrants.
The ogulations regarding consent of human beings given investigational

drugs must be observed.

Patient Consent
The law requires that before using investigational drugs on human beings,

the ph y sicia n
 most "obtain the consent of such human beings or their repre-

.entati es except when it is not feasible or when in his professional judgment

t is contrary to the best interest of such human beings."
The consent for use of an investigational new drug in phase 1 and phase 2

nust b' in writing. In phase 3, it is the responsibilit y of the investigator, taking

i nto  consideration the physical and mental state of the patient, to decide when
Lt is neneSSary or preferable to obtain consent in other than written form.

If wi itten consent is not obtained, the investigator must obtain oral consent
except as provided above, and record that fact in the medical record of the

person receiving the drug.

Causes for Termination of Investigation

The FDA may direct the sponsor to terminate 
all 	 at aliv stage

undei certain conditions. These include:
Evidence of significant hazard.
co, vincing evidence that the drug is ineffective.
Submission of false data.
On issior? of material information.
Un atisfactorym anufacturing practices.
Failure to conduct the investigation in accordance with the plan submitted

Iv the sponsor and approved by the FDA.
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Commercialization of the drug. The [NI) regulations are not intended to
provide it	 of marketuig a drug for profit without an approved NIJA.

I:,ujure to submit progress reports at intervals not exceeding one year.
Failure to report serious or potentiall y serious adverse reactions.
Failure to meet requirements for patient Consent.

The Commissioner ma y notif y the sponsor of an y of the above conditions
and invite immediate correction. A conference ma y he arranged. If the
correc t ions are not effected immediately the Commissioner ma y require
the sponsor to terminate the investigation and recall unused supplies of
time drug. The drug in (location ma y not he reintroduced into clinical testing
in man until additional data have been submitted to the FDA and the
Commissioner has approved the proposed resumption of the study.

The Investigator and 'Promotion"

The regulations forbid manufacturers or any persons acting for or on their
behalf to disseminate an y promotional material concerning a new drug prior
to completion of the investigation.

This is not intended to restrict the full exchange of scientific findings in
scientific or other communications media. Its purpose is to restrict promotional
claims by the sponsor until the safety and effectiveness of the investigational
drug have been established. Violation of the regulations iw an investigator may
result in FDA action to dmnv him further supplies of the drug. The manufacturer
may also jeopardize his right to sponsor the investigation.

Special Preclearance before Human Trials

Before starting an investigation in any of the following categories, FDA ap-
proval is required for:

a. Substances controlled under Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act
(PL 9]-513).

b. Investigations of drugs so toxic that their use ma y be justified only under
special conditions.

c. Substances proposed for treatment of drug dependence.
d. Reinstitution of drug in estigations which have been terminated hv the

Commissioner.

Use of Drugs for Laboratory Procedures

New drugs used only for studies ill (test tubes) or iii laborator y dnmals
are being exempted from the new-drug provisions of the Act provided the y are
labeled Caution--Contains a new drug for investigational  use onl y in labo-
ratory research animals, or for tests in vitro. Not for use in humans.'

The exemption does not appl y , however, for a new drug used in vitro when
this use will influence the diagnosis or treatment of disease in a human
tment—for example,. discs to determine the Sensitivity to antibiotics of bacteria
in culture, or it 	 or strip of paper incorporating 'a reagent to test for sugar
mi the urine. Apparent ineffectiveness of an antibiotic sensitivit y disc or it Iajse

negative test for gl y osuria might well lead to an incorrect diagnosis and deprive
the patient of appropriate treatment.

Before such a preparation can be marketed there most be certification (in the
case of antibiotics) or approval of a New Drug Application (in the case of other
drugs). For that reason, it is necessary to submit adequate proof of the effec-
tiveness of these preparations before they (:art 	 marketed.
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INVESTIGATIONAL USE DRUGS AND THE PHARMACY AND
THERAPEUTICS COMMITTEE

In view of the fact that all drugs used in the hospital are subject to

review by the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee, it is this group's

responsibility to develop procedures for the introduction of investi-

gational drugs into the institution. The following policies are in force

in one major teaching hospital.10

Investigational drugs are defined as those which have been filed with the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the form of a Notice of Claimed In-
vestigational Exemption for a New Drug (IND) under the provisions of Section
505 of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act and paragraphs 312.1 of Title
21 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Such drugs must be approved by tile
FDA and assigned an IND number. An investigaitonal drug must be approved
by the 1-lurnan Subjects Committee, the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee,
arid, if applicable, the Isotope Committee before it can be administered to Peter
Bent Brigham Hospital patients.

In emergency situations, for the use of investigational drugs or an approved
drug for a non-approved indication which has not been assigned an IND number
by the FDA, the policy is as follows:

a. The physician must notify the Chairpersons of the Human Subjects arid
Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committees for their approval. When the Chair-
persons cannot be reached. (holidays, nights or weekends) the physician
may contact the Hospital administrator on call.

b. The physician shall be informed that neither the hospital nor other hos-
pital personnel will be reponsible for any legal liabilities which may
result from the use of the drug(s). Further, the physician shall hold these
persons harmless and indemnify them against any legal action or pay-
ments made in connection therewith.

c. Patient, or legall y responsible person, must sign a hospital approved
consent form.

d. l'he physician is responsible to register the drug(s) in the Pharmacy and
provide all pertinent drug information such as pharmacological action,
contraindications, adverse reactions, dosage range and route of admin-
istration, who may administer the drug, where the drug will be stored
and the name of the principal investigator.

Hospital pharmacists should know that there are a number of ways
in which a physician may introduce an investigational drug into the

institution. They are:

a. Obtain an IND individually

b. Become a co-investigator under another physician's IND and

c. Become an investigator for a pharmaceutical or chemical company

under that firm's IND.

In those situations where a physician wishes to prescribe an inves-

tigational dr4lg in 0110 hospital but the drug is under a IND in another,

the physician may he granted an emergency IND after telephoning the

FDA and presenting the case for such special consideration.
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INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG CIRCULAR

Because hospital pharmacists have great interest in investigational
use drugs, it is suggested that they subscribe to the Jnres/igaiiojwJ Drug
Girculur. This publication is issued by the Bureau of Medicine of the
Food and Drug Administration. It is stated that the purpose of this
Circular ". . . is to answer questions asked b y drug sponsors and cli-
nicians regarding requirements of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act....'

SELECTED READINGS

Benfell, Kathleen, Powell, Stephen H., and Kati), Alan F Comprehensive Pharmac y -
Based Investigational Drug Service. Am. I. tbsp. Pharrn.. 40:64-67, Uan.) 1983.

Anon. The Maintenance of High Ethical Standaids in the Conduct of Research (1982)
Association of American Medical Colleges, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C.
20036.

Young, L.M., lbaakenson, CM.. Weber, J.H., and Tosch, T.J.: National Survey of I'harmacv
Coordinated Investigational Drug Services. Am. I. liosp. Pharm . 4'1:1792-1796.
(Sept.) 1964.
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Developing the Budget

One of the most important tasks in the fiscal operation of the de-

partment is the preparation of the annual budget. Too often, many

administratorsand	
velochief pharmacists take the depment of the

budget too lightly and thereby arrive at a document which does not

serve its true pUrpJSC.

hahn 1 describes the budget as an instrument

• through which hospital administration, management at departmental lev-
els. and the governing board can review the hospital's services in relationship
to a prepared plan in a comprehensive and integrated form expressed ill

nancial terms.

In order that the over-all hospital budget complieS with the above
definition, each and every departmfleiltal budget must be accurately

prepared and submitted.
Hahn' further states that—

"A properh: devioped and used budget should have as its goals 
(I) (level-

opment of standard s of performance (2) cnmparisoll of actual results with these

standards thus idei tifying deviations, and (3) subsequent nalysis of devmatiofls
to determine whetier they are controllable or uncontrollable."

Larson2
 in writing on the political aspectS of budgeting in hospitals

believes that, the pharmacist, in order to participa te more effectively

in the budgetary process, must be cognizant of the political aspects of
the process. Amng these political considerations are

1. Personal cinsidcrations,

2. Devel pment of confidence among other Officials,

3. Institution 1lphilosOPhical pressures and

4. Dcm graphiic pressures.
Each of tb se fictors affects the power base of a department and, con-
sequently. the strength of its bargaining position in the budgetarY proc-

ess.Personah1c011 ideratiOnS, in the form of individual reputations are
important in au political process. An individual who has acquired a

reputatiol for I avi Lig submitted pn'ViOUs 
budgets that have been thor-

184
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oughly researched and supported by substantial justification stands a
better chance of having his budget submittal approved.

Since most pharmacy programs affect other hos p ital departments it

is importan t for the Director of Pharmacy Services to obtain their col-
laboration and support. This support from the other departments pro-
'ides the clout necessary to win administrative approval of the pro-

posed program.
The institutional-PhilOsOP h i cat considerations in the budgetary proc-

ess consist of the goals and objectives of the hospital and its divisions.
Since many state planning agencies require hospitals to submit 1- and
5-year plans outlining the institution's short- and long-range programs,
it is of vital importance that the programs of the pharmacy service

coincide with the overall plan of the institution.
In view of the fact that most hospitals are community based, the

consumer public has made inroads into the decision making process
of the institution. Today, many boards of trustees have consumer rep-
resentatives from the local community serving on them. With a knowl-
edge of the demographic, epidemiologic and attitudinal characteristics
of the communities the y serve, pharmacists are able to delineate the

services desired and needed b y the people.2
A budget is a short-range plan for future operations. The meaning

and appropriate use of a budget must be clearly understood by those
in managerial positions since their participation is required in its prep-
aration and their cooperation is essential if it is to serve the function
of a control device over operations. Prior to embarking upon a plan,
management oust first define the purpose of the unit, establish policies
for its operation, and project the hospital's growth.

'die plan should be reasonable and, through the concientious efforts
of all personnel, attainable. it should not forecast results that are not
possible under current and anticipated conditions. Students must not
be misled when first exposed to the jargon "estimated results" during
a discussion of a budget. This does not mean guesswork but rather

carefull y determined values based upon a knowled g e of current finan-

cial and operating conditions and their relationship to future periods.
The budget must not be construed as a tool to restrict initiative or to
be impervious to Ihe effects of changing conditions.

Between 1976 amid 1979, hospital costs rose at all annual rate
of i-i.i. which turned out to be higher than the total inflation rate of
all cost indicators. 3 1 lealth-related expenditures in 1980 accounted for

approxinmatclv 10 11% of the gross national product, compared with 8.5

in 1075:
So ppt ic's and other CXpCOSL'S usually conipriSe 60 to 7()% of a P har

-macy departments operating bud-et: drugs and intravenous solutions
account for more than 95	 of the categor y. Time remainder of time up-
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crating budget is assigned to salaries (approximateI' 27%) and capital
CqUi Pill eIIt.

In 1978. the federal government began giving serious consideration
towards price control and cost containment legislation in an effort to
control spiraling health care costs. Not (lesirous of further governmental
intrusions into an already over-regulated industry, it coalition of husi-
ness, industry , labor, insurance and health care associations was formed
and identified as ''The Voluntary Effort to Contain I lealtl-i Care Costs'
commonl y referred to as the 'VE" program. Among the organizations
joining to form the coalition were the American I kspital Association,
American Medical Association, Federation of American Hospitals,
Health Industr y Manufacturers Association, Health Insurance Associa-
tion of America and the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Associations.

The purpose of the "VE" program was to decelerate the rapidly rising
cost of health care b y instructing all providers to redouble their com-
mitment to cost containment and to specifically request institutions to
keep their operating and capital budgets at the lowest possible level.

The type of reimbursement that a hospital operates under is of great
importance. Knowing the potential for increasing revenue over costs
w ill affect the t ype of budget developed. For example, if the hospital
is basically cost-reimbursed with little charge reimbursement, budg-
eting increased revenue is meaningless. Oil other hand, projections
showing expenditures that are within the cost restraints of the insti-
tution, or which actuall y decrease costs are desirable."

In the preparation of the budget, it is important to consider the impact
of reimbursement under the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
(TEFRA), Diagnostic Related Groupings (DRGs) and Health Mainte-
nance Organizations (HMOs) amongst others. For example, with the
inplementaliun of Social Security's Prospective Pa y ments for Medicare
Inpatient Hospital Services, hospitals must conform to a prospective
payment s y stem to replace the former cost-based reimbursement system
for short-term acute care hospitals. The prospective payment system
provides for a fixed price for DEC's that will he paid to hospitals.",

SECTIONS OF THE BUDGE'!'

Every budget consists of three separate parts, (a) Revenue Accounts.
(b) Expense Accounts and (c) Capita] Equipment Requests.

The Revenue Account

The churl of Accounts and Defin i tions for Hospitals7 provides as
follows,
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PHARMACY

Account Number
Revenue	 Expense

4070	 7070

This department produces preserves, stores, compounds, manufactures,
packages, controls, assays, dispenses, and distributes medications (including
intravenous solutions) for inpatients and out-patients under the direction of a
licenser! pharmacist. Pharniacy services include the uiiiintenance in designated
areas of separate stocks of commonly used items. Additional activities can
include. but are not limited to: development and maintenance of formularies
established b y the medical staff, consultation with mid advice to medical and
nursing staff on drug therap y , adding drugs to intravenous solutions, deter-
ininiilg incompatibilit y in drug combinations, and stocking floor drags and
dispensing machines.

This responsibility center should be credited or charged with all the direct
revenues and expenses incurred in maintaining a pharmac y under the direction
of a licensed pharmacist Appropriate subaccounts should be established to
accumulate the expenses of this center under the natural classification—salaries
and wages, supplies and so forth. The cost of supplies and equipment that are
not billed to patients and are issued at invoice cost to other areas represented
by responsibility centers should be transferred to the accounts of the consuming
responsibility centers on a monthly basis."

A commonly used method is whereby either the department of phar-
macy or the accounting department maintains a daily, weekly, monthly

or annual total of the cost of the pharmaceuticals issued to the various
patient services as well as to the special service departments. This total,
when added to that obtained from the processing of patient prescrip-
tions and requisitions, represents the true income of the department.

In addition, there are other statistics that are of value in assisting

management to accurately predict the volume of activity of the de-

partment of pharmacy. They are:

a. Number of prescriptions according to subcategories.
b. Number of prescriptions dispensed per pharmacist.
c. Hours of service.
d. Prescription volume per hour of service.
c. Medication cost per patient day.
j: Medication cost per clinic visit.
g. Average drug cost per prescription.
Ii Average siiliirv cost per prescription.
i. Average supply cost per requisition.

Although. "income" is considered as a single figure by the beginner,
it is important to iwderstand the derivation of the figure. Generally.
income in the hospital pharmacy is limited to the sale of drugs to
inpatients. aiiibulalorv patients and departments of the hospital. How-
ever, the sale of drugs to patients may be sub-divided further based
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upon the patients' abilit y to pa y or to their e niplovnient status if they
are emp)o\'ecI b Y the hospital. l'he follmving sub-division is but one
cx a ii Ic

a. liifl pay.	 (1. Phsi iiflS
/i Part pay.	 C G v neral employee
c. Non-pay

If income is generated from a (:omljination of the above, it is desirable
to separate the data SO as to lead to more accuratenppraisnl and eval-
u ation.
]it liOs]Jita]s, the Controller may choose to treat income from

the sale of drugs to other hospital departments as a deduction" from
he Purchase Account rather than added to the Income Account on the

premise that such a maneuver enables a better evaluation of drug pur-
chase costs for patient use.

THE EXPENSE ACCOUNTS—GENERAL INFORMATION

Expense accounts ma y be divided into four general categories—
A dmuiis/ratjojz and General: Professional Care of Pa/len is' Out-Pa/lent
and Enlcrgem]v and Oilier Expenses.

The department of pharmac is listed under the category of Profes-
sional Care of Patients d 11(1 is assigned code number 4070 for revenue
and 7070 for expenses. (This code need not be used by all hospitals.)
Each subdivision under this expense code number is coded b y tire
addition of a dot and another digit, e.g., 7070,1 is the code for Salaries
and Wages; 7070,2 for Supplies and Expenses.

Although the hospital pharmacist will not be involved with the es-
tablishing of expense codes for his department (tins being the prerog-
ative of the comptroller), he should have it general understanding of
what expenses belong under each section expense code.

Accordingly, the followin g is a sample categorization and contents.

Salaries and It'oges

Salaries and 'ages of pharmacists, assistants, clerks and other employed in
the hospital pharmacy department.

Supplies and Evpense

Drugs and P/ic; imaceut icals

Drugs and pharmaceuticals dispensed by prescription or uthervise from tire
hospital pharmacy department. Drugs and pharmaceuticals used in the out-
patient and emergency departments should be charged there and not to this
account,

Parc/rued Seri 'ices

This account should include the cost of prescriptions (excluding those in-
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tended for out-palientsl purchased from an outside pharmacy in the event the
hospital does not have its own pharmacy.

Miscellaneous Supplies and Expense
Bottles. labels, glassware, narcotic and alcoholic permit fees, printed forms

and stationery , pharmacists' uniforms, reference books, etc. Parts required to
repair and maintain equipment used by this department and repairs made by
outside concerns to such equipment also should be charged to this account, to
separate sub-accounts if significant in amount.

It should be clearly understood that the above codes and designations
are not intended to provide the ideal system of segregating costs. At
most, it is a guide and should be modified by the individual hospital
to meet its particular need.

EXPENSE ACCOUNT—SALARIES AND WAGES

In order to arrive at an accurate determination of the salaries and
wages, it is recommended that the Pharmacist-in-Chief prepare a break-
down of the personnel in the department of pharmacy into the following
categories:

a. Authorized permanent lull-time positions—filled.
b. Authorized permanent full-time positions—vacant.
c. Authorized permanent part-tine positions—filled.
d. Authorized permanent part-time posit inns—Vaca [2

c. Authorized temporary positions.
j: Proposed new positions.
g. Overtime requested.

It may also he of value to the Pharmacist-in-Chief if he further subdi-
vided the above positions into three sub-categories, i.e., administrative,
professional and non-professional staff. It may be useful to prepare
table of all full-time administrative, professional and non-professional
pharmacy staff and it similar table for the part-time employees in each
category. Once the proposed annual salary for each employee is deter-
mined, the cost of ne\v positions is added and finally any overtime
which, according to past experience may be necessary, is also added.
This, then, represents the total anticipated salary and wage expenditure
for the next fiscal year.

EXPENSE ACCOUNT—SUPPLIES AND MATERIAL

In developing the supplies and expense portion of the budget, it is
important for the department head to have available the dollar amount
budgeted for each expense code for the fiscal year. It is also necessary
to have available the latest financial statement showing the present
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a( tiial cost of materials 811( 1 supplies. From this, it is arelativel y simple
mathematical process to estimate what the actual expense will be for
the present fiscal ear. if the budgeted figure and the estimated actual
figure agree, then the previousl y prepared budget was well done. On
the other hand, if these two figures are too far apart, it indicates that
either there was an error in the calculation of the previous year's ex-
pense budget or sonictbj jig has occurred or is occurring in the present
fiscal s-ear which was not anticipated and, therefore, needs investigation
and evaluation.

If the department is to be involved in an expansion program of service,
ic.. dispensing to new clinics, opening of a new wing, etc., then tile
Pharmacist-in-Chief should srertain the cost of the materials and sup-
plies to be consumed b y the ne'x program ujil so provide for it in the
new budget.

From the above discussion, it would appear that the department of
pharmac y is required to keep rather detailed records in order to arrive
at the figures requested b y the budget. Although it is highly desirable
to accumulate one's own statistical data, it is common Practice for the
pharmacist to rel y upon the accounting department for man y of his
base figures. Therefore, there should be developed a close rapport be-
tween the Pharmacist-in-Chief and time Comptroller.

EQUIPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION BUDGET

In hospitals where funding of the depreciation of physical plant and
equipment is practiced. the actual cash for replacement or remodeling
is usually readi v available. In those hospitals where funding is not a
policy, then construction and purchase of equipment creates a major
financial burden requiring the development of a comprehensive and
detailed budget.

However, irrespective of the policy with regard to funding, an equip-
ment and construction budget must be prepared. Man y hospitals require
that an y price of equipment with a unit cost of $500 or more is con-
sidered to be ''capital equipment'' and must be included in this Portion
of the budget. B y the same reasoning, an y construction with a total cost
which exceeds S500 is considered "major" and must also be included
in this section of the budget. Although the figure of $500 appears to he
quite low, it is usually intentionally set at this level in order to exert
greater control.

For the convenience of the reader, the following is a check list of
depreciable equipment commonl y found in the department of
pharmacv 6 and which provides an indication of the ''life" of the item.
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DEPRECIABLE EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST

Pro fcs,sio;iaI Lqoipinent

Balances
Cabinets

Metal
Wood

Capsule lnachuws
Cheiiiiuil lioc><is
C I can rs pressure
Distilling apparatus

Drum foists
Filters (exCi:j)t glass)
Ho tnoge n izers

I lot piites
Labels, cabinet

Administrative  Equipment

Adding machines
Bookcases, metal
Bulletin Boards
Calculators
Cash Registers

Li/c in	 Life in
)cai's
	

Profc'ss/ona/ Li'j:iiput iii!
	

Yew's
10
	

Meters, conduct ivitv
	

25
Mixers, electric
	

10
20
	

Prescription cases, cabinets
	

15
15
	

Pumps, vacuum and pressure 10
15
	

Refrigerators	 10
It)
	

Itinsers	 10
15
	

Safe, Narcotic
	

25
15
	

Scales
	

15
15
	

Sterilizers
	

20
10
	

Tanks	 15
15
	

Tv p e Writers
	

5
10
	

Worktables
	

10
15

Life in
Years

III	 Clocks	 15
20	 Desks, wood	 15
10	 Filing Cabinets, metal	 20
10	 Lockers, metal	 20
10	 Worktables	 10

Durin g the budget preparation process, it is essential to prepare work

papers that can be used to eliminate Confusion and provide a good set

of reference documents for later use. One way is to produce simple

work sheets, for example, the supplies and expenses detail sheet

(below). While there are far too many items to be listed individually,

the central storeroom listing of inventory items will provide useful

groupings, i.e., instruments, office supplies etc. for which an average

cost and approximate usage can be determined.

SUPPLIES & EXPENSE DETAIL

Department
	

Account Code	 Date

Item	 lJn it Cost x Inflation	 Projected x Projected =	 Projected
Index	 L1:uL Cost	 Ann. Usage	 Ann. Cost

Another example is the travel budget request form which provides

an accurate record of this type of activity for use b y the department

after it has ceased In he useful in the budget Preparation.
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Purchasing and Inventory
Control

The purchase and inventory control of pharmaceuticals is a special
and important phase of the operation of a successful hospital pharmacy.

A portion of the purchases, controlled drugs and alcohol, is rigidly
controlled by Federal regulations which in reality provide the means
for accurate purchase and inventory control. These two classes of prod-
ucts, however, constitute a relatively small portion of the over-all pur-
chases of an institutional pharmacy. Therefore, the purchase and control
of the largest segment of the inventory is left to the administrative staff
of the hospital or its duly authorized delegates.

In most general hospitals with an out-patient clinic operation, a phar-
macy inventory of $100. to $200. per bed may be considered reasonable.
However, many pharmacies, particularly those associated with the large
teaching hospitals, include in their inventory parenteral and irrigating
fluids, surgical dressings, rubber goods, sutures, surgical instruments,
syringes and laboratory supplies. Clearly then, the dollar value of the
inventory when expressed in dollars per bed may vary depending upon
the variety of the inventory as well as the activity of the institution. In
general, the pharmacy inventory should be adapted to the individual
hospital's needs taking into consideration its distance from a source of
supply, storage facilities, and rapidity of inventory turn-over)

In view of the fact that, throughout this discussion, three words 'pur-
chase," inventory" and "control" will be in constant use, it is felt that
these terms should be defined.

The word purchase, as defined in the dictionary, has numerous mean-
ings, the most appropriate being—"to obtain by paying money or its
equivalent; to buy for a price."

The word in venlozy is defined as—"an itemized list of goods with
their estimated worth; specifically an annual account of stock taken in
any business."

The word control is defined as follows—to exercise, directing, guid-
in-, or retraining of power over.''

193
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Purchasing Agent vs. Pharmacist

The hospital literature is replete with articles dealing with the ques-
tion, "Should pharmaceutical and related products be purchased b
the purchasing agent or the pharmacist?'

One school believes that all institutional purchasing should be cen-
tralized under the aegis of the purchasing agent. According to this
s y stem the pharmacist, like all other department heads, requests, on a
special form, the item to be purchased. The selection of the brand and
vendor is thereb y left to the discretion of the purchasing agent, unless
the pharmacist has prepared a list of specifications which may or may
not restrict the selection to the product of a particular manufacturer.
This s y stem has certain control and economic merits and can function
within the hospital. It must, however, depend upon the close cooper-
ation between the pharmacist and purchasing agent. Each must be
aware of the definite contribution which he can make to such a spe-
cialized purchase.

The other school believes that pharmaceuticals and related items
constitute specialties which require the technical skills of a formally
trained individual for their proper selection and purchase.'

A leading advocate of this school was Dr. Malcolm T. MacEachern
who in his text 3 stated:

• . the purchase of drugs and pharmaceuticals is a specialty which can b
carried out to the best advantage by a pharmacist trained in managing a hospital
pharmacy. ... This is the onl y department in the hospital in which it is usually
not advisable to have purchasing done by a general purchasing agent."

One of the principles enunciated in the American Society of Hospital
Pharmacist' Minimum Standard for Pharmacies in Hospital54 is that

the pharmacist ill shall be responsible for specifications
both as to quality and source for purchase of all drugs, chemicals,
antibiotics, biolo g icals and pharmaceutical preparations used in the
treatment of patients.

This same document under the section oil 	 of Responsi-
bilities goes on to state that

•..."The pharmacist should furnish specifications for the purchase of all
drugs, chemicals and pharmaceutical preparations even though a purchasing
agent may do the actual procurement through a centralized department.

Since the pharmacist has The responsibility for the compounding, dispensing
and manufacture of the drugs used in the hospital he should also have the
authority to specify the drugs to be purchased, In large institutions with cen-
tralized purchasing, the pharmacist and the purchasing agent should work
hand-in-hand, each recognizing the importance of the function of the other. In
such a system it is essential that the pharmacist state the specifications for
drugs to be purchased and to have authority to reject any article below standard
or not complying with specifications so that the purchasing agent maybe guided
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andassisted in his function- The pharmacist will also, in certain instances,

wish La 
consult with the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee concerning

s pecifications for drugs.

Franck3 writing editoriallY states that "in the application of this prin-
ciple, the pharmacist is made, in effect, the agent of the medical staff
and of the hospital for the specification of medicinal agents. justifi-
cation for this lies in the fact that since the pharmacist has the respon-
sibility for the compounding dispensing and manufacturing of drugs
in the hospital he should also have the authority for the specifications

of drugs to be purchased.
The hospital may follow the intermediate plan whereby the actual

function of purchasing is retained by the purchasing department, and
yet utilize the benefits of the technical knowledge of the pharmacist
by permitting him to develop the necessary specifications for the pur-

chase of the drugs and allied products.
The importance of a policy governing the procurement, drug selection

and purchasing authority are clearly stated in the following excerpt
from the ASHP Technical Assistance Bulletin on Hospital Drug Distri-

bution and Controlb

PROCUREMENT DRUG SELECTION, PURCHASING AUTHORITY,
RESPONSIBILITY AND CONTROL

The selection of pharmaceuticals is a basicand extremely important function
Of the hospital pharmacist who is charged with making decisions regarding
products, quantities, product specifications and sources of supply. It is the
pharmacists obligation to establish and maintain standards assuring the qual-
ity, proper storage.control, and safe use of all pharmaceuticals and related
supplies (e.g.. fluid administration sets); this responsibility must not be dele-
gated to another individual. Although the actual purchasing of drugs and sup-

plies may be performed by a nonpharmacist, the setting of quality standards
and specifications requires professional knowledge and judgment and must be
performed by the pharmacist.

Economic and therapeutic considerations make it necessary for hospitals to
have a well-controlled, continuously updated formulary. It is the pharmacist's
responsibility to develop and maintain adequate product specifications to aid
in the purchase of drugs and related supplies under the formulary system. The

USp\rF 
is a good base for drug product specifications; there also should be

criteria to evaluate the acceptability of manufacturers and distributors. In es-
tablishing the formulary, the pharmacy and therapeutics committee recom-
mends guidelines for drug selection. However, when his knowledge indicates,
the pharmacist must have the authority to reject a particular drug product or

supplier.Though the pharmacist has the authority to select a brand or source of supply.
he must make economic considerations subordinate to those of quality. Com-
petitive-bid purchasing is an important method for achieving a proper balance
between quality and cost when two or more acceptable suppliers market a
particular prudie:t meeting the pharmacist's specifications In selecting a ven-
dor, the pharmacist must consider price, terms, shipping times. dependabilitY.
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qualis of service, returned goods 1)(31 ic y , and packaging; hots es or, prime iii-
portance always must be placed on drug quality and the manufacturer's rep-
utation. It should he noted that the pharmacist is responsible for the quality
of all drugs dispensed b y the pharmacy.

Records. The pharmacist must establish and maintain adequate record-keep-
ing systems. Various records must be retained (and be retrievable) b y the phar-
macy because of governmental regulations: some are advisable for legal pro-
tection: others are needed for JCAH accreditation, and stilt others are necessary
for sound management (evaluation of productivity, workloads and expenses,
and assessment of departmnm'ntal growth and progress) of the pharmacy de-
partment. Records must be retained for at least the length of time prescribed
b y law (where such requirements apply).

It is important the pharmacist stud y federal, state, and local laws to become
familiar with their requirements for permits, tax stamps, storage of alcohol and
controlled substances. records, and reports.

Among the records needed in the drug distribution and control system are:

• Controlled substances inventory and dispensing records.
• Records of medication orders and their processing.
• Manufacturing and packaging production records.
• Pharmacy workload records.
• Purchase and inventory records.
• Records of equipment maintenance.

• Records of results and actions taken in quality assurance and drug audit
programs.

Receimmg Drugs. Receiving control should be tinder the auspices of a re-
sponsible individual, and the pharmacist must ensure that records and forms
provide proper control 01)011 receipt of drugs. Complete accountability from
purr-base order initiation to drug administration must be provided.

Personnel involved in the purchase, receipt, and control of drugs should be
well-trained in their responsibilities and duties and must understand the se-
rious nature of drugs. All nonprofessional personnel employed by the pharmacy
should be selected and supervised bs' the pharmacist.

Delivery of drugs directly to the pharmacy or other pharmacy receiving area
is highly desirable: it should be considered mandatory for controlled drugs.
Orders for controlled substances must be checked against the official order
blank (when applicable) and against hospital purchase order forms. All drugs
should be placed into stock promptl y upon receipt, and controlled substances
must be directl y transferred to safes or other secure areas.

Drug Storage and fnt'entoj-m' control. Storage is an important aspect of the
total drug control s ystem. Proper environmental control (i.e., proper temper-
ature, light, humidity, conditions of sanitation, ventilation, and segregation)
most be maintained wherever drugs and supplies are stored in the institution.
Storage areas must be secure; fixtures and equipment used to store drugs should
be constructed so that drugs are accessible only to designated and authorized
personnel, such personnel must be carefully selected and supervised. Safety

nalso is ail 	 factor, and proper consideration should be given to the
safe storage of poisons and flammable compounds. Externals should be stored

separately from internal medications. Medications stored in a refrigerator con-
taining items other than drugs should be kept in a secured, separate compart-
ment.

Proper control is important wherever medications are kept, whether in gen-
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eral storage in the institution or the pharmacy or patient care areas (including
satellite pharmacies, nursing units, clinics, emergency rooms, operating rooms,
recovery rooms, and treatment rooms). Expiration dates of perishable drugs
must be considered in all of these locations and stock rotated as required. A
method to detect and properly dispose of outdated, deteriorated, recalled, or
obsolete drugs and supplies should be established. This should include
monthly audits of all medication storage areas in the institution. (The results
of these audits should be documented in writing.)

Since the pharmacist must justify and account for the expenditure of phar-
macy funds, he must itumimitairi an adequate inventory management system. Such
a system should citable time pharmacist to analyze arid interpret prescribing
trends and their economic impacts, and appropriately minimize inventory lev-
els. It is essential that a system to tiidicatc submmnummium inventory levels be
developed to avoid 'outages," along with procedures to procure emergency
supplies of drugs when necessary.

ROLE OF PURCHASING AGENT IN DRUG PROCUREMENT

The role of the purchasing agent in drug procurement may vary mark-
edly from small to large hospitals. In the small hospital, the purchasing
function may be a part-time one and may be handled by the adminis-
trator, all administrative assistant or the storekeeper. This, therefore,
means that lack of time or pressure from other duties will cause the
Individual to restrict his activities in this function to a minimum.

In a large hospital, where the purchasing function is of such mag-
nitude that it is a full-time position for one or more individuals the
purchasing agent may assume the following duties in relation to drug

purchases:

1. issues purchase orders
2. maintains purchase records

3, follows-up on delayed orders
4, initiates competitive bidding procedures
5. obtains quotations front specified sources

ROLE OF PHARMACIST IN DRUG PROCUREMENT

The National Survey of Hospital Pharmacy Services" shows that in
87% of the hospitals surveyed pharmacists had the authority to select
the brand supplier of the drugs dispensed; this is about 20% higher
than in the 1975 survey. In addition, 72% of the hospitals were involved

in group purchasing. This is nearly double the percentage in 1975.
Pharmaceuticals for hospital use may be purchased in one of the

following ways:

1. b y direct purchase front the manufacturer

2. by direct purchase from a wholesaler

3. b y bid from either manufacturer or wholesaler"
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4. hy purchase from a local retail pharmacy (emergenc.v purchases
only)

5. by a contract pun:hase arrangement with tile manufacturer (c g.
am piil contract or solutions contract)

6. by a contract purchase through a hospital purchase bureau or
corporation.

The hospital pharmacist !Amultl acquaint the purchas i ng agent with
the above avenues of drug purchasing. the choice of one over the other
may be made b y the pharmacist or left to the discretion of the pur-
chasing agent.

With regard to bid purchasing, a word of caution needs to be inter-
jected. If the bids for drugs are released to a select group of reputable
manufacturers, then the lowest bidder should receive the purchase
order and the hospital ma y be assured of receiving first-quality iner-
clwndise. If. on the other hand, the bids are released to all vendors
requesting them, the lowest price does not alwa ys mean quality trier-
(:handise. Therefore, if this t y pe of bid release program is to he em-
ployed, it is strongly recommended that some arrangement be made for
the analytical and clinical testing of samples of the product. This testing
program ma y he carried out by a local laboratory or by the hospital.

In addition to the above, tire hospital pharmacist should, in collab-
oration with the purchasing agent, assume the following duties:

1. mnrimntain a list of the names, addresses and telephone numbers of
drug manufacturers, wholesalers, and their local representatives

2. prepare detailed specifications for drugs, chemicals and biologi-
cals

3. prepare Request for Purchase Forms
4. prepare Receiving Menio if drugs are received directly b y the

pharmacy
5. prepare Return Goods Memo, whenever applicable.

Wit h regard to the development of drug specifications, the hospital
pharmacist should make liberal use of the latest editions of the United
S/1es Plimmucopeia, the VutionaI Forinulury, and their supplements.
These compendia are officiall y referred to as the 'U.S.P." and the

PURCHASING PROCEDURE

The plan of purchasing procedures herein described assumes that
there exist in the hospital a qualified pharmacist and a hospital pur-
chasing agent who have been instructed to cooperate in the purchasing
of pharmaceuticals and allied products. The plan further assumes that
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specifications have beeti drawn and that all supplies ordered will be
received and stored either in the pharmacy or in the storeroom exclu-

sivel y controlled by the pharmacist.
The pharmacist or a person authorized by him, should complete a

Purchase Request Form (Fig. 27) for the product desired. Drugs coming
from the same vendor may be grouped upon a single form. This form
provides the purchasing department with the data concerning the de-
scription, specification, packaging, price, quantity needed as well as
information concerning the inventory balance and anticipated monthly
use. In addition, this form also is the source document for information
which is of importance to the accounting office, namely the cost center
to be charged and the discount which may or may not be earned upon
payment for the merchandise. The original of this form should be for
warded to time administrative officer responsible for the department.
Upon his approval the form is then forwarded to the purchasing agent.
The copy is retained by the pharmacist as a record of the fact that the
merchandise is in the process of being procured.

Upon the receipt of the approved Purchase Request, the purchasing
agent should then prepare the official Purchase Order (Fig. 28). This
form utilizes the data from the source document, the Purchase Request.
The purchase order may take the form of any number of different
types—it may consist of a two-page or a many page snap-out form. The
majority of institutions prefer the multi copy snap-out form since it
provides a copy for the vendor, accounts payable department of the
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Fig. 28.	 'urchae Order Form.

hospital, purchasing number file, initiating department, two receiving
reports and a history copy.

The vendor's Copy is either mailed or given to the vendor's repre-
sentative.

The accounts payable copy is forwarded to the accounting office
where it is held until the invoice is received from the vendor and the
completed receiving reports from the initiating department. Then and
only then may the invoice be processed for payment.

Copy 3 is retained by the purchasing agent for his "number file,"
This will serve as a source of information to him whenever a question
is raised relative to the issuance of tire order.

Cop y 4 is returned to the initiating department, in this case, the
pharmacy. This copy should he matched with the Request for Purchase
to check for accuracy,

Copies 5 and 6 serve as receiving reports and are sent to the receiving
department, if the order is received in full, only copy 5 is required to
be completed and forwarded to the accounting office. Should mer-
chandise be hack ordered, the second receiving report (copy 6) is uti-
lized.

Copy 7 is known as the history copy and is retained by the purchasing
agent for use ill 	 rates of use, etc.

Some hospitals prefer to use a separate purchase order form and a
Separate Receiving Notice, The disadvantage in the use of this system
is that the individual receiving the merchandise must record by hand
the flame of each item. This may cause error and, if rushed by the load
of work, a delay in receiving the completed memo in the accounting
office, thereby causing a loss of the discount for prompt payment.

This form also provides for copies for the accounting department,
purchasing agent, initiating department, and storeroom files.

Whenever merchandise that has been received by the hospital is to
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he returned to the vendor for any cause, a Returned Goods Memoran-
dum must be prepared for it is by this means that the hospital can be
assured of receiving credit for the merchandise. This form is of the

snap-out t y pe and provides for copies for the accounting department,
purchasing agent, storeroom, initiating department and the vendor.

Once the merchandise is received, it is the duty of the pharmacist to

record upon a Purchase Record (Fig. 29) the transaction for each item
purchased. By so doing, he will have available a source of reference

for d etermining rate of use, cost of drug, source, etc. Some pharmacists
feel that this card should be maintained by the purchasing agent and
made available to them whenever necessary. Whichever way the situ-
ation is to be handled is irrelevant so long as the card is prepared and
kept up to date. The final decision as to whose responsibility it is rests
with the desires of the administrator.

On occasion, merchandise may be ordered from the pharmacy at a
time when it is out of stock. This may happen quite frequently in
pharmacy departments handling surgical and laboratory supplies as
well as drugs. When this happens, all Form (see Chapter

15, Fig. 62) should be prepared in duplicate and one copy sent to the
initiating pavilion or laboratory. The other copy is retained in the phar-
fnacy. This form serves a dual purpose in that it speeds the delivery of
merchandise to the floor upon its arrival and it prevents the pavilion
or laboratory from reordering and creating a false sense of heavy de-
mand which could result in over ordering by the pharmacy.

CONTROLS ON PURCHASES

Many administrators attempt to exercise a power of control over the
volume of purchases by the pharmacist by placing a dollar limitation
on the purchase order. This method is archaic and is easily circum-
vented by the issuance of multiple small orders which in the long run
is more costly for the hospital.

A more modern and reliable moans is the compulcilion of inventory
turnovui: Inventory turnover is computed by dividing the cost of goods

%,!	 VCMDOR	 VE.SOR	 ,	 VC%DOR	 ,,	 MEMOOR

3	 6	
0 _____

6656 OF USE

Fig. 29. A 5ample of a Purchase Record Form.
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sold during the fiscal period b y the average of opening and Closing
inventories. This gives the number of times the inventory has been
turned during the fiscal period.'
A low turnover indicates:

1. duplication of stock
2. large purchases of slow-moving items
3. dead inventory

A high turnover of inventory may he due to small volume purchasing
which is indicative of a failure to take advantage of the maximum
quantity discounts.

A turnover of six to eight t hues a year is considered satisfactory for
most institutions. I lovever. those in short supply of cash reserves may
wish to increase their turnover rate. This is a policy decision and should
be arrived at b y discussion with the administrator.

Tile Lill y Hospital Pharmacy Survey for 1984 revealed the follow-
i	 1°

a. the estimated turnover rate increased from 6.6 to 7.2 times.
b. hospital pharmacy managers have improved their turnover rate

more than two full turns since 1977 (from 5.1 to 7.2 in 1983)
suggesting that managers are continuing to exercise more control
over inventory

C. inventory investment rose 47.4% for all 	 growth rate of
about 6% for the recent 8- y ear period.

d. purchases grew at an annual rate of 150%.

Hospital pharmacists might well tryto control purchase volume and
inventory by the time of the EOQ (Economic Order Quantit y) and RQL
(Reorder Quantity Level).

The RQL is stated to be the inventory level that must be reached
before additional stock can he ordered. Ideally, the remaining inventory
should he almost depleted before the arrival of the new shipment.
Obvi0uslv, zero stock level must be avoided because it call serious
problems. This can usuall y be avoided by building into the system
safety factors for various vendor lead times. Sapp" makes utilization
of the following table:

SAFETY FACTORS FOR VARIOUS VENDOR LEAD TIMES

Vendor Load Time
(VLTJ	 Safety Factor

0 to	 2 weeks ............ 1.0
2 to	 5 weeks ............ 1.5
5 to 8 weeks ............ 2.0
8 to 11 weeks ............ 2.5

11 to 15 weeks ............ 3.0
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To determine the RQ, divide the average usage rate per month in

units of issue (AU) by thirteen weeks; then multiply this figure by the

average vendor lead time ( \T LT) plus the safety factor.

In the application of the above formula Sapp" stressed the following

points:

(1) Unanticipated large increases in usage.
(2) Shelf life of the items involved.
(3) Unusual delays in delivery caused by strikes or storms.

(4) Necessity for rechecking the RQL periodically to allow for a change in

usage rate.

The determination of how much to order is the EOQ factor. In de-

termining the EOQ factor it is important to ascertain the cost of ordering

and the cost of currying inventory
The following must be considered in arriving at the cost of ordering.

(1) All labor in purchasing except the purchasing manager.

(2) The labor cost in supporting areas such as the stockroom, receiving and

material control.
(3) The cost applicable to payment of invoices generated by the purchasing

section should apply to ordering cost.
(4) Cost of general operating supplies such as pencils, paper, forms etc.
(5) Freight and telephone costs.

After all of the above are applied to total cost, divide the resulting

figure by the total number of purchase orders to obtain the ordering

cost in dollars per order Ordering cost per order can vary from $5.00

to $8.00.

To obtain item cost, divide average number of line items oil

order into total ordering cost.
To determine carrying charges consideration must be given to the

following.'1

(1) Interest on the dollar value of the inventory.
(2) Space charge (rent) for the storage area.
(3) Labor costs for storage operations.
(4) Cost of supplies for storage operations.
(5) Insurance.
(8) Taxes (if applicable).
(7) Obsolescence.
(8) Deterioration.
(9) Pilferage.

Dividing the value of the average inventory by the total of the above

costs results in the inventon' holding or currviiig cost for the particular

inventory item. Thus, it may be advantageous to order expensive items
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oil monthly basis and Inexpensive items annuall'. In genera], carrying
charges may range from 18 to 30%.

Thus the formula for d etermining Economic- Order Quantity is the
folIo wi 1 g

/2 x 12 •iriorithly usage x cost of ordering
Unit cost X Holding Cost

(in the basis of the above equation, purchasing agents have developed
nornographs to simnpl i fv fi g uri rig the EOQ.

QUALITY OF DRUGS

As has been stated above, the pharmacist should draw freely upon
the specifications detailed in the United States Fharacop 1 the Vu-
twna/ /-ormulart .' and their supplements.

Both the (ISP. and the N.F. are designated as official compendia H
the terms of the Federal Food and Drug Law and the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

The Pliurinacopeia and the iVutionuJ FormuJcj' render "a distinct
service to pharmacists and pharmaceutical manufacturers b y providing
specifications for the procurement of drugs used in dispensing, pre-
scription compounding, and m anufacturing, and supplying formulas
and working directions for the preparation of dosage fornis.'12

During recent years, there has been a move towards the acceptance
and use of the initials A.R.B. (Any Reliable Brand). Certainly, if there
exists a situation where the prescriber believes in the use of these
initials, well and good: however, these symbols should never he used
b y a hospital pharmacist or a hospital purchasing agent as a specifi-
cation for quality merchandise. What one individual considers to he
reliable" may oftentimes be far from the truth. If any symbols are to

be used as a means of specification their 	 of U.S.P. and N,F. are
the safest and most reliable.

Oftentimes a hospital pharmacist may desire assistance in the selec-
tion of a product for use b y the hospital. If the hospital has all

 and Therapeutics Committee, this committee may serve as
an advisor to the pharmacist. Because of the background and experience
of the membership, it behooves the hospital pharmacist to give a great
deal of weight to their suggestions.

Certain large hospitals in this country feel that it is more economical
to purchase drugs from manufacturers who might not be listed in the
"Class A group." The consensus being that these small firms do not
have to support expensive research and large sales staffs, the savings
can be passed along to the purchaser. This premise can be dangerous
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and should not he followed unless the hospital is in a position to
establish a small control laboratory for the purpose of anal y zing prod-
rids purchased from these firms. Oftentimes the cost of Operating such
a laboratory will far exceed the cost of purchasing under light speci-
fications from a reliable Manufacturer.

Some pharmacists utilize a Qualified Suppliers Lisi which is based
upon their personal knowledge and experience with the manufacturer
and his products."

Other pharmacists make use of a Suppliers Application Form to ob-
tain information about prospective supplier ,.;. The information re-
quested includes the company's annual sales, a list of other accounts
the number of emplo yees, t y pe of oreration, description of quality
control procedures and the company's location and facilities. The use
of this form is stated to discourage marginal suppliers and serves as a
screening technique for the hospital phmarmacist.13

DISCOUNTS

There are three ways in which merchandise may be purchased at a
discount or savings: ( 1) volume contract, (2) "deals," and (3) discounts

Volume contracts are usually offered by a majority of the manufac-
turers and include contracts to cover total purchases of parenteral So-
lutions, ampoules, tablets or even gallon goods. Under this system, the
institution approximates its annual consumption of the particular class
of product and signs an agreement with the company to purchase this
amount. At the end of the contract period, usuall y a year, if the goal
has been reached, the manufacturer will issue a rebate check based on
a percentage of the value of the total purchase. A hidden benefit of this
t y pe of purchase is the fact that the contract price is usually protected
from all 	 yet any reduction in price is passed oil 	 the hospital.

"Deals" represent that type of transaction that involves the purchase
of a specified volume and receiving certain merchandise at no addi-
tional cost (e.g. "Three free with the purchase of a dozen"). There is
nothing wrong with this type of purchase if the ''free goods" remain
in the pharmacy inventory. In order that the inventory not be under-
stated, time entry into the hospital inventory records should indicate
hat fifteen un

its were received for the price paid.
"Deals" which are created by the representative and the pharmacist

without the full sanction of the manufacturer should he either avoided
ar Di'cfully scrutinized by the Administrator or Comptroller since these
offer a great temptation for dishonesty.

Discounts may accrue to the institution for the prompt payment of
its drug bills. Because of the large volume of drug consumption, these
discounts amount to a sizeable sum of money at the end of a year.

Other types of discounts are also available from the manufacturers
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e. a., discounts to government institutions or to educational institutions.
Obviously, the hospital pharmacist should immediately i nvestigate the

discount policy of every new firm with which he deals.

CENTRAL STORAGE VS. PHARMACY STORAGE

The dichotomous storage arrangements of supplies is prevalent in
many hospitals, although it is common knowledge that central storage
is ideal.

The proponents of centralized storage facilities are quick to dem-
onstrate the reduction in labor and record keeping, as well as the tight
control afforded by centralization.

In contrast, it should be pointed out that the responsibility for the
storage of drugs should be placed with competent individuals who have
been educated, trained and licensed to handle pharmaceuticals. These
individuals are the pharmacists.

In order that the pharmacist may properly supervise the storage of
drugs, they should be stored in an area directly under his control. This
allows him the freedom of stock arrangement, instituting of inventory
controls, the adjustment of inventory based upon his knowledge of the
prescribing trends of the staff and the preparation of inventory cost
reports to management.

Therefore, all merchandise ordered by or for the pharmacy should
be shipped directly to the pharmacy receiving area. Should the mer-
chandise be received by the hospital post office or central storeroom.
it should immediately be forwarded to the pharmacy in the unopened
state.

Upon the receipt of the merchandise in the pharmacy receiving area,
the department personnel then process it in the routine manner,
namely, checking the receiving slip with the copy of the purchase order
and preparing a receiving memorandum.

STOREROOM ARRANGEMENT

There is no definite rule specifying how a pharmacy storeroom
should be arranged. Each individual may so arrange the area to meet
both his aid the institution's needs.

In general hospitals handling a variety of supplies, the storeroom is
divided into the following areas.
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Alcohol and Liquors	 7. Biologicals and other cold room
Capsules and Tablets 	 ilivelitory
Chemicals	 8. Laboratory Insi in ruents
Gallon Goods	 9. Surgical bairn merits
Narcotic Vault	 10. Rubber Goods
Ointments	 11. Sutures

12. Medical and Surgical Supplies

Alphabetical arrangement is followed, where possible, within the
section. Each shaif, drawer, or bin within the section is nunibereci to
facilitate location of the item during the taking of a ph ysical inventors'
as well as to locate the i tern for new personnel.

"SHELF-STRIPPING" AND FLOOR-MARKING'

'Shelf-stripping" consists of applying a strip of tape to the front run
of the shelf and marking upon it pertinent information relative to the
product being stored. The usual information placed oil tape consists
of the name and strength of the product, unit size, maximum level and
minimal level, the re-order point being the ml nitnal level.

Where adequate funds are available plastic or metallic strips ma y he
applied to the she ]ving w b icli will permit the insertion of a card bearing
the essential data.

Another means of accomplishing the same goal is to attach the data
card to the wooden shelf by means of a thumbtack or stapler.

''Floor-marking" consists of preparing a stencil with the necessary
information and painting it oil storeroom floor. This is best done
on concrete or wooden floors. In areas where the floor is tiled or marking
the floor is not desirable, a good quality tape with adherability may he
employed.

By so marking and identifying the storage areas, one provides a def-
inite space for the storage of a particular product, induces orderliness
and provides another means of checking inventory to prevent shortages.

MARKING OF MERCHANDISE

Management consultants all agree that money invested in drug in-
ventories should have a turnover of four to five times a year. A turnover
Of less than four indicates overstocking and a turnover of more than
Ike may indicate understocking.

One means of sound inventory control is to date and price each liens
when it is received into inventory. This ma y be accomplished b y the
utilization of a marking machine to print small adhesive-backed tags
that contain the following information: date received, cost price, and
the selling price.
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The date is placed on the first line and consists of the month and
year. This is usually numerically indicated as 6/80."

The second line represents the cost price of the particular unit. This
figure is usually coded in order to preserve confidential price quota-
tions. This figure is of great value in institutions where supplies are

sent to areas at cost for it enables the dispensing pharmacis t to im-

mediately price the charge slips. In addition, the availability of this
figure is of great value in taking and pricing a physical inventory.

The third line represents the retail price to the patient. By placing
this figure on the tag, it is possible to save a great deal of time by having
the dispensing pharmacist price the charge ticket without having to
refer to a charge or rate book.

CONTROL OF DATED OR PERISHABLE INVENTORY

Dated inventory such as biologicals or antibiotics requires special
control in order to insure potency at the time of dispensing and to be
sure that the pharmacy is not carrying in inventory worthless stock.

This can be accomplished by the use of a form such as -the Record
of Dated Pharmaceuticals (Fig. 30). 

Each dated product is entered on this sheet which provides the name
of the product, the date of purchase, the manufacturer, the control
number and the expiration date. By placing a check mark in the box
of the appropriate month, the pharmacist can tell at a glance which
product is expiring and should be replaced or returned for credit.

Some pharmacists prepare a separate sheet for each dated product.
This modified sheet eliminates the need for re-writing the name of the
product each time it is purchased. The remaining information and for-
mat remains the same.

HOSPITAL PHARMACY

RECORD OF DATED PHARMACEUTICALS

1011, ^111

1101 11A11

MISC.

Fig. 30.
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TAKING OF A PHYSICAL INVENTORY

The taking of a total physical inventory in the pharmacy is usually
required by the auditing firm employed to audit the hospital's fiscal
operation. Since the pharmacy inventory usually is the largest in dollar
value, it receives a great deal of attention.

Oil 	 other hand, some auditing firms will require oniy a spot check
t y pe of invemitorv oil 	 or 20 of the high-cost, fast-moving items.

The actual taking of a physical inventory cannot be undertaken with-
out a great deal of planning and attention to detail Anything less than
One's ma

x imum effort will-load to a faulty inventory and thus to a
repeat performance.

Approximatel y 2 months before the taking of an inventory, time phar-
macist should review his stock and remove from it all merchandise
which has not moved since the last inventory. In addition, any tiler-
chandise should be removed which has been purchased during the year
but has not moved appreciably during the preceding three months.
These items should be returned for credit whenever possible; if such
a move is not feasible, they should be written off the inventory via an
adjustment in the books of account in the business office.

Once this has been accomplished, the inventory should be recorded
on the inventory sheets. This recording should consist of only the name
of the item, or other identification. The sheets upon which the recording
is to take place should be in duplicate, and should have proper spaces
to show the date, location, recorder and caller (Fig. 31)

INVENTORY	 ..
Sh..t N.	 I''b,_____

	

t)*p.rlm.ml	 - ------ -	 -
C.IT..d b7-- --	 .'."dd by -- - -- - - - --

-
F.nt.,.d by	 E.. nin.A by -- -- - - --	 .	 I- -	 --- --

,,.w .,O	 OESCRP110½	 V

Am lFT J I

Fig. 31. Sample form for the recording of the inventory.
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The actual taking of the inventory may start at the close of a business
day or at a time when there is no movement of merchandise

. At this

time the pharmacy staff and its helpers may arrange themselves into
teams of twone to record and the other to call out the name of the
item, price, and count. As each sheet is completed, it is handed to the
auditor supervising the inventory. It is the prerogative of the supervising
auditor as to how many entries he wishes to check out. The usual
procedure is to check all large dollar volume items and to random check

the less valuable entries.
At the close of the inventory, the sheets may be turned over to the

comptroller for extension, or this operation may be delegated to the

pharmacist.
Any merchandise ordered prior to the date of inventory and received

on the day of inventory or shortly thereafter need not be counted. The
invoices pertaining to these purchases should be clearly marked with
the fact that they were received 'post inventory." The accounting office
will make the appropriate adjustment in the final inventory figure to

account for this merchandise.

THE PERPETUAL INVENTORY

The maintaining of a perpetual inventory is, of course, an ideal sit-
uation if therecord-keeping can be kept up to date. In many small
hospital pharmacies, the pharmacist at the end of each day, sunima-
rizes all drug charge slips and makes the proper posting in the perpetual
inventory file. The process of tabulation may be accomplished by either
the pegboard method or the use of punched cards.

The pegboard method merely requires a pegboard and rCClUiSitiOU
forms with holes evenly spaced and punched along the top. The forms
are then aligned on the board so that the first sheet is entirely visible
and subsequent sheets covering all but the section showing the quan-
tities ordered. The forms are then summarized across into one master
requisition form which is used for posting the inventory records.

The larger and more complex operations require mechanized equip-
ment such as that provided by the International Business Machine
Corporation or the Remington Rand Corporation. The basic operations
performed oil specialized equipment are key punching, verifying,
sorting, collating, interpreting calculating, tabulating and reproducing
These systems may utilize a punched card whereby the data arc
punched in the various fields in the body of the card.

By using this type of system it is possible to have purchase orders,
receiving reports and disbursement requisitions forwarded to the tab-
ulating department daily, where transaction cards are punched. These
cards are then fed into calculators and tabulators which issue a corn-
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Jtl1e1lSiVC stock slaltis report. This relmrt niiv he produced cii 1 daily.

\'1'e(2Klv or monthly basis.
The latest and most sophisticated s y stem for electronic data proc-

essing is the computer.
With one of these s y stems, a hospital can readil y obtain a record of

all inventory items, and their balances in quantit y and dollar value is

maintained. Using item numbers alread y its use. the inventor y record

can show 111C following:

item number	 6. disbursements
description	 7. vendor number
unit size	 8. price
quantity on hand	 9. general ledger number
reLed pts

The installation of either of these mechanized s y stems is highl y tech-

nical as well as costl y and therefore the institutional officers, comp-
troller and pharmacist should avail themselves of the counsel and ad-
vice of the various reputable manufacturers or consulting services

beforo embarking OOfl such a program.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

To this point, purchasing and inventory control have been discussed
from the viewpoint of the department of pharmacy--that is, complete
control over the drugs by the pharmacist from purchase to disposition.
In the operation of a modern hospital, it is still possible to provide the
control feature even though part of the responsibilit y ma y rest in an-
other person—the Director of Materials Management. In some hospitals,
the Department of Materials Management has operational responsibility
over purchasing receiving, inventories, print shop, central sterile sup-

pl y , laundry, distribution, messenger service, traffic and disposal ac-

iv i ties.
Simpl y defined, materials inanageii)c'tit encompasses all materials

and their movement from point of origin to point of use, and then to
their final breakdown back into the environment.14

In those hospitals utilizing the materials management concept, it is
not uncoilimoli to find that the hospital pharmacist plays an important
role in developing the program associated with the acquisition, storage.
distribution and disposition of biologicals, radioisotopes, drugs and

chemicals.
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Medical Service
Representative-Pharmacist
Relationship

Each y ear the pharmaceutical industry budgets millions of dollars
for the purpose of promoting their products. A sizeable portion of this
allocation is devoted to providing the profession with well-trained de-
tailmen or medical service representatives. One of the duties of these

people is to carr y on a large-scale educational program relative to the

use of the latest therapeutic agents. This is usuall y achieved in hospitals
through the media of drug exhibits and detailing' of the chief of the

pharmac y service and physicians.
In a recent surve y , it was shown that 92% of the ph ysicians inter-

viewed stated that they saw some" or 'all" detailinen. 2 Of interest to
the hospital pharmacist is the further statistic that in answer to the

( 1 uestion----iIas the Detailman's Contribution Increased or Lessened in
the Past Five Years?-30 physicians answered "increased," 29 answered

'lessened" and 28 answered ''same.  2

B y the same token, there must be rapport between the pharmacist
and the detailman. That this does not always exist is supported b y such
derogatory opinions as—nothing but order takers": detailmen have
generally poor attitude": and 'not told what is being detailed."3

Although it behooves the manufacturer to exercise extreme care in
the selection of his field representative, it is imperative that the hospital
pharmacist develop appropriate rapport with the detailman in order
that the hospital and medical staff might benefit from his specialized

knowledge.
Hospital displays are desirable since they offer a convenient means

of contacting a large number of staff ph ysicians in a minimal amount

of time. Furthermore, there is, b y this approach, a saving of the p1w-
sician's valuable time when compared to an office visit by the same

medical representative.
Many hospital administrators frown upon drug exhibits on the

grounds that they promote an aura of commercialism in an otherwise
highly professional atmosphere. To avoid the "taunt of commercial-

213
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ism' it behooves the hospital pharmacist to develop basic policies for

the conduct of detailmen within the hospital and guiding principles

for scheduling drug exhibits.
The relationship between the hospital and the manufacturer can be

enhanced if the pharmacist responsible for the purchasing function
will take the time to review with the marketing representative the fol-

lowing ASHP Guidelines for Selecting Pharmaceutical Manufacturers

and Distributors-4

ASHP GUIDELINES FOR SELECTING PHARMACEUTICAL

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS'

Preamble

Pharmacists are responsible for selecting, from the hundreds of manu-
facturers and suppliers of drugs, those that will enable them to fulfill
an important obligation: assuring that their patients receive pharma-

ceuticals and related supplies at the lowest cost consistent with high
quality. These guidelines are offered as an aid to the pharmacist in

achieving this goal.

Obligations of the Supplier

Pharmacists may purchase with confidence the products of those

companies meeting the critera presented below. It should be noted that

other factors such as credit policies, delivery times, and the breadth of

a company's product line must also be considered in selecting a sup -

p 11cr.

fechnical Considerations

1. Upon request of the pharmacist (via the ASHP Drug Product Information
Request Formb), the supplier should furnish analytical control, sterility
testing and bioavailability data, descriptions of testing, procedures for
raw materials and finished products, or any other information which may
be indicative of the quality of a given finished drug product. This infor-
mation should be supplied at no charge.

2. There should be no history of recurring product recalls indicative of
deficient quality control procedures.

3. The company should permit visits (during normal business hours) by the
pharmacist to inspect its manufacturing and control procedures.

Approved by the AS] 1P Basic! of Directors at its inef, ting of November 17-18. 1983.

Supersedes an earlier version approved by the Board of Directors in 1975. Deseloijcd

initiall y and revised by the ASHP Council on Clinical Affairs.

Cop y right © 1984. American Society of Hospital Pharmacists, Inc. All rights reservvil.

0002-92_89;84!Q201-0331S00.50.
5 Ay ,ij!able from the American Hospital l:or inulary Service. 46:30 Montgomer y AVL'IUe

Bethesda. MD 201314.
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4. AH drug products 5liiiipe0 to he hospital should conform to the require-
merits of the moss recent VSP-NF unless otherwise specified b y the phar-
macist. Items not recognized b y the USP-NF should meet the specifica-
tions set forth by the pharmacist.

5. All single unit packages of drugs should conform to the ASHP Technical
Assistance Bulletin on Single Unit Packages of Drugs.

6. The name and address of the fabricator of the final dosa ge form should
1)0 present on the product labeling.

7. Expiration dates shall be clearly indicated oil package label and.
unless stability properties warrant otherwise, should be dated January or
Jul.

8. 'iht'rapeutic. biophaririaceutic, and toxicologic inforinttion should be
available to the pharmacist upon request. Toxicit y information should be
available around the clock.

9. P;jtierit and staff edticationil materials that am hilpoom i t for proper use
of the product should be routinel y available.

Distribution Policies

1. Whenever possible, delivery of a drug product should be confined to a
single lot number.

2. Unless otherwise specified or required b y stability considerations, not
less than a 12-month interval between a product's time of delivery and
its expiration date shall be present.

3. The supplier should accept for full credit (based on purchase price(,
without prior authorization, an' unopened packages of goods returned
within 12 months of the expiration date. Credits should be in cash or
applied to the institution's account.

4. The supplier should ship all goods in a timel' manner, freight prepaid,
and enclose a packing slip with each shipment. All items 'out of stock"
S1101.110 be noted and the anticipated availability of the item should be
clearly indicated. There should be no extensive recurrence of back orders.

5. The supplier should warrant title to commodities supplied b y him, war-
rant them free front defects and imperfections, and fit for an y rational
use of the product, and indemnify and hold the purchaser harni]ess
against an y and all suits, claims and expenses, including attorne ys' fees.
damages and injuries or an y claims b' third parties relatingto his product.

Marketing and Sales Policies

t. The supplier should furnish, upon written request of the pharmacist,
proof of an y claims made regarding the efficacy, safety, and superiority
of its products.

2. The supplier shall not, without the written consent of the pharmacist and
administrator, use the pharmacists or institution's name it) an y adver-
tising or other promotional materials or activities.

A. ;\ reasonable quantity of the supplier's products should be available, for
evaluative purposes, upon request of the pharmacist, at no cost to die
institution.

4. The supplier's sales representatives shall comply with the institution's
regulations governing their activities if such regulations are in force at
the institution,

5. The supplier shall not offer cash, equipment, or merchandise to the in-
stitul ion or its staff as an inducement to purchase its products.
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B .
 Discounts should be in cash, not mcrchauidj55 and should be clearly

i ii cficat	
on invoices and bills, rather than cons

i sting of end_ofYe

rebates or similar discount practices
7. in entering into a contract to supply goods to the instituU0 the supplier

should guarantee to furnish, at the price specified 
an

eet the supply com-
y minimum amount

of products so stated. if the supplier is unable to m
mitment he should reimburse the ins titution 'or any excess 

cost s incurred

in obtaining the product from other sources
. f during the life of the

contract, a price reduction
 is announced, the lower price shall prevail.

B. All parties to the bidding process should respect the integrity 
of the

process and the contracts awarded thereby.

RespOflS1btht1S of the Purchaser
it may be desirable to purchase drugs or other commodities on a

competitive
 bid basis. The pharmac ist should insure that competitive

bidding procedures conform to the guidelines below:

1. invitation,,;
 to bid should be mailed to the companies home offices withspecifies

c
opies to their local representatives (if any), unless the company'

specifi es

otherwise.
2.

potential bidders should be given no less thaii three weeks to submit a

bid.
3.

The opening date for the bids shall be specified and adhered
	 by the

institution.
4.

The language of the invitation to bid form should be clear arid concise.
and the form should include the specific name and phone number of the
person the bidder should contact in the event of questions or problems.

te with respect to products packagings
Specifications should be comple 

sired.and quantities de

5.
If the bidder is to return the form to the iriStitUtj01 it should contain
adequate space for the bidder to enter the inforLflation requested.

6.
The winu1iig bidder should be notified n writing and the unsuccessful
bidders may be informed of who won the award and at what price if

they so request.specified in the invitation to bid should be a reasonable
7. The quantitiest

estimate of the i ns t itution's requirements.

8.
if the invitatiori to bid is offered on behalf of a group of institutions the
individual members should not engage in iddiog procedures of their
own and should purchase the goods in qoestiori from the wining bidder.

n 

APPOINTMENTS
in order to carry on a successful professional relati0 program andit is necessary for the man-

to service hospital inventory requirements

ufacturers ,rcPrCSCntat 	
to make periodic visitS to the pharmacy

Faced with a heavy work-toad, a shortage of staff, or an un1orC5t°
the pharmacist is prone to dismiss him with an "ill see ou the

eveUt, t of t
next time around." In other instances, the visihe detau11fl

	 is takc.i1
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too lightly and the time devoted to the interview is rapidly utilized
with needless iii it-:hat.

Alter consideration of the above, it should he clear that the direct
loser is the hospital pharmacist and the indirect loss is shared b y tire
entire hospital staff. The hospital pharmacist must ilvai I himself of the
opportunit y to draw upon the specialized knowledge of the detailrnan.

']'here ire many wa ys in which this can be accomplished. Those most
commonly emplo y ed are to arrange the detai inian's visit on an
pointmuent onl y " basis, the use of a product information sheet, and the
development of a controlled method of allowing demonstration and
sales promotional displa y s withill tire hospital.

While it is relatively easy for the pharmacist to schedule appoint-
merits, it ma y place an undue hardship upon the detailmuirn unless the
scheduling is given some forethought.

One niutliod of Scheduling appniiilnients is to divide the list of (in-
tailmen into three categories: (1) Those on a monthly basis, (2) 'l'liose
on a hi-weekly basis, and (3) Those to be interviewed whenever they
are in the territory.

For each representative in categories I and 2, a definite time should
be assigned which coincides with the hours he expects to be in the
particular section of the community in which the hospital is located.
Once the schedule is established, it behooves each party to be prompt,
and when necessary to cancel the appointment in advance.

Representatives in the third categor y must realize that they are being
accorded a special privilege. They, therefore, have special obligations
which are relatively simple. These entail the courtesy of notifying the
pharmacist in advance of the al3prOXi[nate (late and hour of the intended
visit, and, conversely, the pharmacist should inform the representative
of his ability to keep the appointment. Either of the above can be easily
accomplished b y postcard or telephone.

PROPER UTILIZATION OF APPOINTMENT TIME.

1-la y ing established the routine for visitation, the pharmacist should
use the time to best advantage. The nature of the division of time and
the topics to he discussed rests with the pharmacist. As a guide, the
allocated time ma y be divided into two units: (1) to discuss inventory
needs, and (2) new products. it is in connection with the latter that the
greatest amount of tiniecari be saved. This can be accomplished through
the use of a J'rothjcl In Sheet (Fig. 32). The required infor-
mation can he recorded by the pharmacist while ire is being ''detailed'
by the representative. Since the data on the sheet are concise, it serves
as a vahiable quick reference for pharmacists and medical staff. It may
also serve the worth y purpose of providing the members of the Phar-
macy and Therapeutics Committee with an 'abstract" of a new product.

Ir
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PRODUCE INFORMATION SHEET

Name	 Mfg.

Generic Name

Chemical Name	 --

Synonyms

Composition (if a combination)
	

ThcrapcutiC Uses

Contraindications and Cautions
	 Toxicology and Antidote

Dosage and Administration 	 Forms Available	 Similar Products

Package Sizes and Prices	 Literature	 ._.__Yes	 ..__No

Samples	 _.._Ycs	 _No

Date:

Tiis Space Reserved for Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee.

Fig. 32

PROMOTIONAL DISPLAYS

The sponsoring of sales promotional displays within the hospital by

pharmaceutical and medical supply representatives can be an inter-
esting and worthwhile venture if properly controlled and supervised.

One way to regulate these exhibits is to prepare a set of guiding prin-

ciples governing displays; develop an application form which requests
permission to conduct an exhibit; and finally place the total respon-

sibility for the notification of the clinical and nursing staff of the exhibit
as well as the supervision of the display upon the hospital pharmacist.
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The rules for conducting the exhibit ma y vary vitli cacti institution.
therefore, the following gil di rig principles are suggested as a model:

1. Demonstration and sales promotional displa y s by pharmaceutical
and hospital suppl y represeritati ies ma y he arranged b y com-
pleting and having approved the Request for Displa y Form'
available from the pharmacy.

2. Displays or exhibits. for xhicli application is ucide In the pliar-
macv, must he of a professional and ethical nature and must be
related to hospital function.

3. All displa ys, not to exceed one per week. are presented in the stuff
room. Special group meetings. iiii.lu .liiig film presentations, re-
quire arrangemetit through the executive offices.

4. Sales representatives and exhibitors are not permitted entrance to
the various hospital departments without administrative approval
this includes the clinics, nursing stations, pavilions and operating
suite.

5. Exhibitors must remain b y their displays, and shall not solicit
orders or approach persons who do not wish to view the displays.

6. Distribution of advertising in the form of samples and brochures
must be confined to the displa y area, and onl y during the I inie
reserved for the display or exhibit. Distribution of prescription
legend items is allowed to ph y sicians only.

7. Notices of an y kind are not to be posted throughout the hospital
b y an exhibitor.

8. Displays and exhibits of each supplier are limited to two annually,
and each to one-half day from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

9. Pharmaceutical products to be displayed are limited to those of-
ficiall y included in the latest revisions and supplements of the
hospital formulary or those products accepted by the therapeutics
committee for clinical trial in the hospital.

10. Representatives should have available a supply of reprints of clin-
ical studies by qualified investigators of each product displayed.

The Request for Display forms (Fig. 33) should alwa y s be used be-
cause the y serve a number of valuable control purposes. From the com-
pleted form, the pharmacist may determine exactly what is to be dis-
played and who is going to conduct the exhibit. In addition, reference
to the copy of the Request for Display form will enable the pharmacist
to determine whether or not the displa y of any particular product co-
incided with its increased use: the frequency of displays by any par-
ticular firm: and the frequency which an individual therapeutic cate-
gory was featured.

Once the display is scheduled, the pharmacist should notify all cliii-
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REQUEST FOR DISPLAY

rules and

	

I, (We) do hereby agree to abide by the	
regulations covering displays

e the items listed below
in the hospital and request the folloving date to featur 

in a display

Date of Application:

CompanY:

Representative(s) Covering Dtspla)

Display Date Requested:
2nd ChoiCC_._._---

1st Chotce__—_---------------------

Do You Need Display Equipment?	
YLS -

Products to be Displayed:

Approved By
Date:__-

Display
Please prepare in duplicate. Return both copie s to the PharmaCY. The approved

copy will be returned to you and is your authorizatio
n to conduct the display.

Fig. 33

date, hour and products to be exhib-

	

ical and nursing personnel of the	 ny number of ways.
ited. This notification can be 

accomplished in a 

1.
General memo to clinical and nursing staffs.

2.
posting of a list of displays for the month or season in the Nursing

Office and Staff Room.
dates i

3. Publication of the display	 in ti l e Pharmacy Bulletin

Of-St	
and to the Director of Nursing.

4. Specific letter to the Chicf- 

On occasion, the question arises as to whether or not the hospital
should charge the manufacturer for the right to conduct display

s on

the hospital premises. The argument advanced is that a certain amount

of administrative time is 0
tilized in the scheduling and announcing of

displays; guard services are utilized to deter unauthorized personnel
or visitors from entering the display area; parking facilities are utilized:
and hospital equipment such as tables or small trucks are used by the

representative.There is no single answer to the question. CertainlY the above reasons
of the hospital to rent space for various

are valid and if it is the policy 
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functions, then a rental for a pharmaceutical display is warranted. On
the other hand, the donation of the above services and the space for a
displa y provides a return to the hospital in the form of a well-informed
staff on the latest developments in pharmacology and therapeutics.'

DEFINITION OF DRUG SAMPLES

The words drug sample' would appear to be clearl y self -explana-
tor y , however, in order that there be no mis understanding, the following
definition is presented.

A drug sample may be considered as a quantit y of any form of a
chemical, drug or drug product which is made available by the man-
ufactu rer to an individual legally qualified to receive it. It makes no
difference whet her the drug is made available in an original trade pack-
age, or in a clearly identifiable sample package.

USE OF SAMPLES IN THE HOSPITAL

Any discussion governing the use of drug samples must, of necessity,
be divided into two parts—for their use by the hospital and secondly,
the use of samples b y the manufacturer or his representative.

The use of drug samples in tile hospital may be as varied as the
imagination of tile pharmacist in charge. One type of program that falls
into this category and is worthy of mention is the pharmacist and tile
student nurse association "adopt" a hospital located in some remote
part of the world and undertake to accumulate and ship the samples
of its medical staff for distribution to their indigent patients.

In some hospitals, sample drugs are used in the care of the intern
and resident staff as well as the students enrolled in the various nursing,
dietary or technician training programs.

One pharmacist has gone on record s as recommending the availability
of drug samples as a means of inducing widespread clinical use.
Another', has described a method whereby drug samples are utilized
in the care of the indigent ill irrespective of whether they were am-
bulatory clinic patients or admitted to the hospital.

Insofar as the manufacturer is concerned, drug samples are used as
a means of introducing the physician to a new product and to induce
him to try it clinically.

USE OF SAMPLES IN COMPETI'I'IVE BUYING

Some manufacturer's representatives have used drug samples as a
means of offsetting the company's higher price for a particular product,
especially when competitive prices are lower, Whether or not this is
ethical conduct on the part of the medical service representative and
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the hospital pharmacist is a difficult point to debate. Certainly those
pharmacists who do not permit such transactions are to be commended
and those who are prone to permit this practiCp under the guise that
they are doing their jonamClY obtaining the best drugs available for
the lowest net cost—should be cautioned to make every aspect of therity lest their indi-
negotiation open to the scrutiny of those in autho
vidual integrity became the object of question.

CONTROL OF DRUG SAMPLES

Hospital mail rooms are deluged with drug samples. Often these
samples are addressed to doctors no longer on the staff, and unfortu-

the samples are often carelessly handled by the mail room per-
natelysonnel or the physician himself. it should be clear that any unsolicited
drug sample entrusted to the general mail has a good chance of being

h a manner that it unintentionally
discarded by the physician in suc 
creates a hazard.The hazard can be of many different types. (1) By disposing of the
drugmaterial into a wastebasket, it becomes readily available to clean-
ing personnel who may salvage it for the purpose of self-medicatio

n or

for the illegitimate drug traffic. (2) Improper disposition of the baskets
may mean that they could fall into the hands of children with disastrous
results and (3) if incinerated by housekeeping personnel an explosion
hazard is incurred, particularly if many vials or sealed containers of

various drugs have been discarded.
The best place to control sample distributio

n in the hospital is at the

source of the sample's entry into the institution_thO detailman, drug

• displays and in the mail receiving room.
• All detailmen or medical service representatives whether on private

calls to physicians in the hospital or conducting displays should be
fully informed of the hospital's policy governing the distribution of
drug samples. Although a conscientious medical service representative
will acquaint himself with the rules, it behooves the hospital phar-
macist to call them to the attention of the representatives prior to each

display request.In brief, a good drug sample control policy would dictate that no
pies may be left in the clinics, on the pavilions or nursing stations,

nor may large quantities be left with physicians for the purpOSC of being

dispensed
 by him for clinical trial.

Any physician desirous of using sample drugs for clinical trial should
arrange to have the material deposited in the pharmacY from whence
his prescriptions for the material will be honored. in this case the
hospital may or may not collect a small handling fee from the patient.

Furthermore, the policy should also prohibit the distribution of drug
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products to hospital personnel even though the particular product to
he distributed ma y hnve all 	 status.

Sonic manufactureres have adopted an excellent policy in requiring
the physician to write a prescription for the material requested, whereas
others do not distribute samples during a display but will mail samples
of the requested products directl y to the physician.

Mass mailings In ph ysicians in hospitals create problems in drug
control, as these samples are or ma y be carelessly discarded and thereby
fall into the wrong hands, or they are easily pilfered which awaiting
distribution

One wa y of mastering this problem is to have all mass handlings of
drugs delivered directl y to the pharmacy. Here, under the control of
pharniacists, the samples may be sorted and properly stored or, if
necessary, adequately destroyed or discarded. An y ph y sician desiring
the sample material may obtain a reasonable supply from the pharmacy.

CATALOGUING OF DRUG SAMPLES

Once the packages of drug samples are delivered to the pharmacy,
the y should be sorted, exterior mailing Cartons removed, catalogued
and properl y stored in a sample section. The pharmacist is reminded
that sample drugs, like their purchased counterpart, should not have
their control number identification removed as it ma y be the only means
of identifying a particular batch of drug being recalled due to untoward
side effects or reactions or possible error in preparation.

The cataloguing procedure should be reasonably detailed and ac-
curate if it is to serve its purpose. The recording may he done on cards
for storage in a card file or punched paper suitable for storage in a
binder. Irrespective of the choice, the following data should be recorded
for each drug sample received:

(a) Trade Name	 If) Control Number
(h) Generic Name	 (g) Expiration Date (if any)
(c) Manufacturer	 fh) Date Received
(dj Strength	 (/i Quantity Received
(eJ Pharmaceutical Form	 1/) I,OC3tior: Shelf #_; Drawer #_

Once catalogued and stored, an y pharmacist removing a portion or
the entire supply of sample must then record on the back of the page
or card the following information concerning its disposition:

(°) Date	 (C) To Whom
(bj Amount Dispensed	 1d) Signature of dispensing F)harmacist

If the sample material is given to a ph ysician his name is placed in
the space after "(c)To Whom:" if a patient on a physician's prescription,
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then the prescription serial number is entered; if to a house patient,

his name and hospital number should be entered.

EFFECT OF SAMPLES ON FISCAL. OPERATIONS

Drug samples that are not obtained in the process of competitive

buy
ing are not usually considered a part of the pharmacy invetitot

However if a relatively large volume of sample material is solicited

and dispensed
 from the pharmacY two obvious results may be ito-

mediately noted: (a) there will usually be a reduction in pharmacy

income and (b) the volume of purchases will decline. The long range

effect will invariably manifest itself by a reduction in the 'turn-over

rate' of the inventory.

	

oil 	
other hand, if the drug samples are being dispensed to indigent

patients, there should be a corresponding decrease in the allowances

associated with the patient's inability to pay the hospital's bills for

drugs.
Both aspects of the effect of the use of large amounts of drug samples

on income, inventory and allowances have been briefly presented in
order that the pharmacist may be forewarned of these possible reper-

cussions.

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT OF 1970 ON SAMPLES

The Controlled Substances Act of 1970 amends the Federal Food,

Drug and Cosmetic Act by placing additional controls over 
stirnulatit

and depressant drugs 
through increased record keeping and inspection

requirements providing control over intrastate traffic in these drugs.

and making possession of them illegal except under certain specified

conditions. (See Chiaptci 16.)
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